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PREFACE AND DEDICATION. 

This is an account of a Doliclay which in a small 

way was memorable in the opinion of all who were 

in the yacht, and for them and those interested in 

them this is written. To them, therefore, I dedicate 

the little volume, but especially to the owner of the 

“ Nyanza,” James Young, Esq., of Durris, and from 

whose seaside house—Kelly, on the Firth of Clyde— 

we set out. 

On returning home, I was asked by many what 

I thought of Iceland, and in telling my story fre¬ 

quently I naturally got into a hasty style, which 

was continued in my writing. I did not wish to 

spend much time upon the subject, as I knew that 

to attain actual excellence was not possible without 

such knowledge of Iceland as I was unable to ac¬ 

quire. However, it is pleasant to remember this, 

not the first—and I hope not the last—yachting 
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excursion in the “ Nyanza,” in which vessel I have 

always found a genuine welcome. 

The company consisted of Mr. Young; two of 

his sons—John and Thomas Graham; two of his 

daughters—Misses Eliza and Agnes; also Miss 

Agnes Livingstone, daughter of the traveller; Wilson 

Thom, from Gareloch; and the writer. The cap¬ 

tain’s likeness describes him. One might have 

made pleasant stories of the ship’s crew. 

Many thanks to Professor K. Maurer and Mr. 

Sigurdsson; also to Mr. Hjaltalin, for much kind¬ 

ness, and translations from Icelandic and Danish. 

I have spelt Yithey phonetically. 

A stay in Iceland of only a few days, and an 

unfitness for the rough inland riding, explain why 

less is said. 

* 
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WEMYSS BAY TO STORNOWAY. 

“We sail in our ship,” as the Norsemen liked to say. 

“And foolish you are to think of it. Have you not 

seen, that from April to this the 21st of June, we 

have had a succession of rains and winds quite 

terrible to consider?” “That is the reason we go. 

We cannot expect the rain and wind to continue 

for ever, and three months is a long time, so we go 

for fair weather.” “Now, I thought you were a 

scientific man, and kneAV that bad seasons come in 

groups, and bad years are as incurable as a bad 

temper or a lost limb.” “You go too much by 

great general laws; there is a nice little law which 

seems to say that the season, as a rule, shall not be 

intolerable, and there is always some good in it. 

Now we think this is the time to expect the good, 

and Ave have long prepared; and besides Ave are 

ready to bear some blasts ; our ship is strong.” 
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“ Well, go.” And we went. The yacht came 

nearly to the house. The boats took out our 

luggage; our friends came and took good-bye; 

our anchor was up, and we shot off in a pleasant 

wet breeze at about three o’clock, and one of our 

earliest movements was down to dinner. We 

knew that sea; we had rolled often on it; we had 

skimmed it at terrific speeds, and floated on it 

when still, till its beauty was almost wearisome. 

We had paddled it, and screwed on it, and rowed on 

it; we had swam at its shores, and sat on its rocks, 

and we did not require to look out. We knew also 

the yacht; we had sailed in it often in the Firth 

and among the Western Islands, to the Orkneys and 

the Shetlands, to the Cattegat and to Copenhagen, 

and down the eastern coast; whilst the owner and 

some of the company had passed through the 

Straits of Gibraltar, and visited the shores of the 

Mediterranean and its great cities, onwards to the 

Nile and Beyrout. We seemed to know every spot 

we now passed, and it lightened up our meal through 

the rain and the bulwarks— 

“ For on our right there lay the Isle of Bute 

So like to what a paradise should be, 
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That all declared the name would better suit 

With an accented e,” 

as Robert Leighton says. 

We thought of St. Blane and his lonely chapel 

in Bute, and how much harder he fared than we 

did, when he came over with his mother in an open 

boat. True, some people say that he came without 

oars, and some tell us that he sat on a millstone; 

but in any case he seems to have come in a very 

small craft from Ireland, where he had learned to 

teach. And we have the fruits of his labours. We 

moved slowly here, and so had time to think of him 

and of St. Patrick, who was a much faster kind of 

person. Hop, step, and jump, and he was in Ireland, 

at the Giant’s Causeway. If any one doubts it, let 

him go to the hill of Sui, in the smooth bay of Kil- 

chattan, and look at the footstep imprinted; and if 

it is not St. Patrick’s, whose is it ? There is some¬ 

thing strange in these footsteps on the tops of hills 

in all the world. The Saint Cattan was fond of 

that hill; we are fond of it; and he sat often there 

looking at the poor barbarians below, and so they 

call it Suidhe Chattan, or the seat of Cattan. 

Sacred you see are that little round hill and all the 

places around. But on we went. 
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“ And on our right lay Arran sharp and clear, 

Its Holy Isle and hidden loch behind, 

Within whose reaches ships for shelter steer 

. When storms are in the wind ” 

still quoting Leighton. And well it was we 

knew it. We were nearly at Holy Isle when it was 

becoming dark, and the sky looked gloomy indeed; 

but we were straight from the fireside. Yes, we 

had fires in June; and we had all the courage of 

fireside travellers who have endless expedients, and 

on we went, regardless of clouds and Robert 

Leighton. Some eyes saw evil; but the tongues 

were afraid of being called croakers, so all went to 

bed and slept calmly. Not so the elements. At 

about 12 o’clock the noise on deck was greater 

than when thousands of little boys in wooden shoes 

rattle along to the Lancashire mills in a wet calm 

morning before the carts are up, and you are longing 

for sleep. There you can at least turn round ; but 

in this case the ship turned you, and there you 

must lie. Those on the left of the vessel had the 

pleasure of being turned into a quiet corner half 

against the sides. Those on the right were turned 

out. It was easy for them to get up stairs and see 
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the whole sea white, and the spindrift, or we may- 

say foam, flying about the ah’, so that one could 

scarcely see which way to steer. We did not all 

get up; why should we ? This was only the Firth, 

and we were going to the North Atlantic; before 

we get there, to judge from appearances, we shall 

be tossed about between the floor and ceiling, like 

balls or little water devils. I mean nothing profane, 

—you know them well enough, made of glass. 

There was a commotion: the questions rise, will 

our masts be firm enough, our ropes and our sails 

strong enough ? First, the jib gives way, filled 

with little holes, and torn down. Then the mainsail 

is sprung—that is, a little rent begins—and these 

are the best sails in the Clyde. Well, the masts 

stand at least till we run away, and, like other 

vessels, seek shelter in Lamlash. Lucky we who 

could go four points to the wind, and pass in by the 

narrow south channel, not obliged, like many other 

vessels, to keep outside. Into the harbour we 

went, and got into smooth water comparatively, 

and went to anchor. There were some aching heads, 

and one we pitied. She at least must not go out 

again, half-alive only by last night’s tossing, although 
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often tossed in other seas. She, Miss Annette 

Young, will lose that remaining half of life in a 

stormier sea. She will be persuaded to remain. 

How calm it is in that little bay, 22d June. 

How pleasant not to be at sea. We wrote letters 

violently on this Saturday, and went on shore 

with a certain sort of half pride of shipwrecked 

mariners, who had, after all, done well. Got the 

newspapers, still seeing heavy clouds, but the wind 

was blowing from the shore. Barometer 29’76. 

It was as if we had gone to a distant land, very 

far distant indeed, fully two hundred years away, 

when we turned into the parish church and heard 

Mr. Campbell preach Boston’s Fourfold State, 

abridged, in all its perfection. Had we arrived at 

the shores of the seventeenth century? Had we 

sailed through the ocean of time ? All times live 

together in the world, and all opinions seem to 

flourish side by side, although a few people axe fed on 

new ideas, and govern some of the most changeable 

portion of the race. It was quite in accordance with 

the sermon, when we saw, from a small elevation on 

the south of the bay, Loudon Hill. It was a signal 

from the Covenanters, who there fought their best. 
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The yacht Nyanza is described as of 214 tons. 

It is a composite vessel of teak and iron, and 

warranted to be one of the strongest afloat. It is 

well appointed, with a captain, steward, and 

fifteen others. These seventeen, with eight pass¬ 

engers, made a pretty large population on board. 

The yacht is remarkable for its large mainsail, 

causing the two masts to be very near each other. 

The boom of this sail is sixty feet long. The vessel 

goes rapidly, although not rigged for racing. 

Bar. 29*63. A sunny morning came on the 24th; 

we saw the busy steamer coming, and the aching 

head was induced to take shelter on her cheery deck, 
^ • * 

■whilst the rest were determined to go farther and 

take the chance of faring worse. Now, however, we 

must really he off; this idleness in a pleasant bay will 

not bring us to Iceland. True, the barometer is sink¬ 

ing, but if we look at barometers always, how shall 

we get on ? And yet we have a row of six of these 

instruments in the yacht, and take down their indica¬ 

tions every day. We always go by them when they 

go up, but when they go down they are laughed at 

and despised, like so many persons who tend down¬ 

wards. So we sail merrily out of the bay. It is a 
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glorious bay, and the peaks of Goatfell are always 

new, and seem ever to be more and more wonderful. 

As soon as we were clear out the wind lowered and 
I 

laughed at us, and we were left about ten miles 

down, in a fog, as helpless as toys. How silly we 

seem in such a case, and when the wind blows how 

proud we are; we are like motes in the sunbeam,— 

driven about. Fancy a mote proud of its evolu¬ 

tions, or some minute atom of it boasting that it 

vibrated or moved about more than any other! 

Well, we stuck; what could we do? Wait till some 

ship came and sunk us ? wait till we floated against 

the shore ? wait till some wind raised the mist and 

blew us away ? We might live in the commotion, or 

we might be drowned, which was our fate ? So we 

went to bed to see if we were to get up again, and 

actually found that we had sailed through the night, 

and at 6 o’clock were opposite the Mull of Cantyre, in 

a wet morning. We had known this terrible spot, 

and had often wondered how sad it would be to live 

for three hundred years on this rock, as the children 

of Lir did; but then, poor things, they were turned 

into swans, and did not get fully wet. 

Bar. 29'41. Wet it was, the barometer going 
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down again, and no excessive wind; still it was a 

stirring breeze that took us up the Sound of Jura. 

We did not expect that the wind would carry us up 

tbe Sound of Islay. It was only the year before that 

we came to this place with a dislocated arm on 

board, got by falling on a slippery deck; and had 

the wind failed then, how hard it might have been 

to cure the arm. We must really be able to sub¬ 

jugate the wind. Shall we lose all the happiness of 

our lives for the want of a breeze, or shall a breeze 

that may drive us to joy be used to drive us to 
% 

destruction ? There is the problem for you sailors. 

It is getting solved. We must be masters—subdue 

the earth—that includes the sea and the wind. 

We left the Sound of Islay in the distance, and 

drove on to Crinan, a place where so many 

thousands pass without knowing the nearness of 

so many interesting places along the canal, and 

up by Kilmartin, and onwards at Duntroon. They 

push on with the steamer. We passed Crinan 

altogether, and pursued the coast of Scarba, not 

passing the Dorus Mor (great door), as the steamer 

does. By this means we came nearer to the 

opening between Islay and Scarba, and saw the 
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foaming whirlpool throwing up waves as if for 

its own amusement, a terror to all men, and a sight 

scarcely given to mortals to see fully. This is the 

dreaded Corryvreckan, or, as they pronounce it, 

Corryvrechkan. Another, on the coast of Ireland 

opposite, scarcely competes for the name. Scarba 

looks at a distance a mere rock, and yet there are 

some pleasant spots for summer, and some beauti¬ 

ful green grass. We sometimes fancied we should 

like to sit and look from Scarba over to Jura, and 

down on the roaring pool in the sea, the only way 

to see the flood safely. But one might he unhappy 

even there. An old poetess wrote what she called 

a croon on this position, as we are told by Lieutenant 

Campbell,—“ Sitting on a hill in sorrow, staring at 

Jura. The time was when I did not expect to look 

at it from Scarba.” We are not told if she cared for 

the whirlpool. She only wanted to get hack to her 

home and sing her satires in peace; but she was 

driven to sing croons, the only compositions she 

dared write since she was banished from her 

country. When amongst the many islands here we 

had a smooth sea, although we had so much bluster 

in coming from the Mull. We kept near the light- 
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house. We first went to the north point to avoid 

rocks, then a good deal to the left to avoid others, 

passing near the lighthouse. 

Only a year before we were almost driven on to 

the same lighthouse by currents when in a dead 

calm, and had to resort to boats and rowing, in 

order to have the vessel dragged off. We left Mare 

islands that lie like mere fragments of rocks to the 

west of Scarba, and frighten navigators, making 

only a moment's pleasure for tourists, who never 

land, but sweep by. We also do the same : at one 
% 

time there is so little wind that we cannot go ; at 

another, the wind is so fine, that we must take ad¬ 

vantage of it; and so we leave the sight of the place 

to one or two men in a generation, the fishermen 

excepted. 

We move slowly onwards. Luing is on our 

right, with not a tree, and scarcely a habitation, 

and yet we are told that it was but very 

lately that several hundred people were sent 

away. “ Good for them,” said once a fellow-pass¬ 

enger in the Oban steamer. It may have been 

so ; most went to Canada, and I do not know 

their history. The rent may have been greater 
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to the landlord; I do not know the rent, but 

this I know, that the island looks deserted, and 

that the nation has lost some of the strongest arms 

it had, and hearts as patriotic as any which the 

world has known. We know places where the 

crofters are not sent aAvay, and these places are 

pleasanter than the deserts where the ruined houses 

are; and we know places where they are absent, 

and were desired, and, as we were told, enticed to 

come. The rights of the crofters in many places 

stand on a footing which would probably be found 

very strong if properly examined. 

We sailed on with the desert-looking island at 

our right, and the shores with raised cliffs, showing 

that in former times the island had been larger, and 

had its shores made precipitous by the lashing and 

grinding of the sea and its pebbles. All along the 

shore what a study for a young geologist! He can 

see there the rocks broken up as they are drawn in 

books, and great dykes that severed them in two, 

having come up molten, and cooled now for ever, 

to show their designs. When we pass the slate- 

quarries of Easdale this is most striking; there we 

see the trap standing up high above the surround- 
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ing rocks, Laving been too Lard to yield to the 

battering of the sea. Wherever there is a high 

rock, there or near it is a spot out of which the 

lava rushed, and one sees the means of elevating 

standing there. It is exactly as with the crane at 

Cologne Cathedral. For some centuries it stood 

there to show how the work was done, and so do 

these walls of basalt, with their heads peeping out 

of the awful abysses out of which the molten rivers 

spring. Will this crane ever he taken down like 

the Cologne one, and the work finished with new 

machinery ? Bruised and broken by fire, rubbed 

by ice, and washed by water, the Sound of Kerrara 

is a wonderfully diversified place, and the hills 

seem to need no trees ; the strange rocks stand up 

sufficient to overlook gracefully the scene. 

We came up to a small luggage-steamer, and its 

black smoke blew upon our white sails; we could 

not go faster, and could not without trouble go 

slower,—what were we to do ? Helpless in the 

wind; but a little breeze sprang up, and happily 

we tripped along, although the ripples at our bow 

sounded like the lips smacking of coarse eaters. Old 

Mull only showed its grim precipices, and Kerrara 
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showed the roost deserted and gloomy of castles, 

Gylen, now at least hungry. But we rushed on, 

going merely a little up the Sound, and suddenly 

struck a calm, as if it had been a rock before us. 

We cannot move : we may amuse ourselves thinking 

of Alexander II., who died here, and lay for a while 

in the Dalanrigh, but we cannot get into Oban, and 

cannot anchor. We may be sorry he did not obey 

the voice of his heavenly messengers who came 

to him in dreams, and we may admire the 

picturesque situation of Gallanoch opposite, in a 

small and finely-wooded glen, but our ship will not 

move, and we must launch two boats, each of them 

with four oars, to bring us up to the anchorage. 

We seek the station of the old coaling boat, in a 

small creek of Kerrara. Our captain does not like 

to bring us near our destination, and generally finds 

where we want to go, and takes us somewhere else, 

or lets us row up to him. These seafaring men 

have their ways; and why not? Bar. 2 9'4 9. It was 

not, however, so easy for him to have his way next 

day. We had a breeze, but could not get out of the 

bay by the north passage, and we contented ourselves 

by writing, telegraphing, and seeing acquaintances. 
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There was Mr. Brown doing the honours of Oban 

on the pier; and there was Dr. Macgillivray, 

valuable certainly, when some houses had to send 

twenty miles through snow for him. Even lawyers 

become less important on such occasions, although 

one would imagine that no one could live or die 

without them, so omnipresent are they at all our 

important periods of life. Still not quite so 

bad here as in Germany, where you must carry 

about with you a proof of your birth, one that 

you were vaccinated, and one that you were con¬ 

firmed. 

Still, Captain Wilson, you cannot get out of the 

bay. You move about from side to side, but dare 

not venture, and actually condescend to ask a little 

steam yacht to give us a tow. We thank you 

whoever you were, and we are taken past Dunolly, 

but it was daylight, and we did not see the ghost 

that sometimes wanders there at night. We went 

on to near the Maiden’s Isle, and signified to the 

steamer that we wished to go to the left of it; but the 

little steamer wished to go to the right, and threw 

off our rope. Now we were afraid of the channel to 

the right being too shallow, and what could we do ? 
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Here Captain Wilson showed his skill: left alone 

with a strong breeze and a narrow sea, he tacked 

so frequently and so rapidly, that in a quarter of an 

hour we had escaped all danger of rocks, and were 

dancing over the waters to the Sound of Mull. 

Then, tacking among the, breezy seas half sunny 

and half lowering, we passed by the island of 

Lismore, and went up, passing the ruined castles 

in “ Lord of the Isles,” and cold even in a June day,, 

until about nine at night we smoothly sailed into 

the little and well-sheltered bay of Tobermory. 

Here the Captain took us close to land, and landing, 

telegraphing, and talking, completed the time for 

supper, and Mr. Sproat, fiscal, did the honours of 

the town—not forgetting, however, the landlord. 

Terrible are the winds of Mull, but Tobermory is 

in a nest, and trees grow, and people are happy 

there, and the fiscal does not sigh for his native 

county. 

Bar. 29'56. Now we seem getting into quieter 

seas, and approaching the ocean, we found at break¬ 

fast-time that we had passed the point of Ardna- 

murchan, and were moving west with a pleasant 
$ 

breeze, a rising barometer, and a warm sun. 
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What better could a yachtsman wish ? Nothing ; 

but such does not last long. The sun will not 

allow the wind to blow. “ The sun burns up the 

wind.” So say sailors; and, whatever the theory 

may be, the wind stops. We kept out to avoid 

the wild rocks about which the sea rages, south¬ 

west of Rum, and we saw Barra far off to the west 

as if it were a part of America. The world is 

large. Egg was slightly seen, and remembered for 

its Scuir; but in former days we knew it only as 

the dwelling-place of the old woman who went up 

the hill and for the first time saw the whole island 

and much of the mainland, and wondered that the 

world was so large. 

When opposite the south of Skye we were 

almost becalmed again, and the sky darkened, some 

rain falling; and so we moved from one climate to 

another in a few hours, uncertain how we should 

manage. We saw the sea washing the feet of 

Macleod’s Maidens, and the west of the island 

standing out in perpendicular inhospitality. These 

two words are long, but if you have wandered 

with us round the shores of Scotland, or the 

islands, or on rocky coasts, you have seen the 
c 
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meaning. No landing where such rocks are, no 

friends to meet you, no harbour to protect. But 

yet these bold rocks stand out well, and keep our 

island free from the waves as well as the breezes of 

the Atlantic. They are like fine high garden-walls, 

—warm, it may be, on the other side, and fruity, but 

not to be surmounted. Dunvegan is one of these 

steep wild cliffs, somewhat modified in certain 

places by a little slope and a little grass. Close to. 

that we lay for two hours almost without motion. 

We tried to see a way for the sheep to the small 

coverings of grass, but we failed. There, however, 

were the sheep nibbling placidly. We were content 

here to sleep, and let the ship tack all night, as soon 

as a breeze sprang up. This brought us at 7-g a.m. 

to Stornoway, but we did not enter beyond the 

lighthouse, as the wind was unfavourable to getting 

out. 







STORNOWAY TO ICELAND. 

Bar. 29'35, June 28th. We rowed in wind and 

rain to Stornoway, a mile and a half, and then set 

off for Iceland. Not a very cheery day, and 

barometer down to 29'35 ; hut it was our duty to 

go to Iceland as we had imagined. So we set sail, 

and a fine breeze we had. When we dashed 

along the indicator or log went high, higher and 

higher, about fifteen knots an hour. As it went 
o * 

high, we on the right went low; and as we left 

Byble Point, and were nearing the Butt of Lewis, 

the great oceanic waves began to affect us. The 

spray came over the vessel, and dashed against our 

windows. The sea whitened. What is the 

meaning of this ? we must not face it—we are in 

for a gale. It is a custom now to call a storm a gale. 

We heard next morning that the captain of the 

crossing steamer called it a hurricane. The very 
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fisliing-boats, that seem to care for nothing, refused 

to try the road to Cape Wrath, and returned, and 

some softened matters by going southwards—to pass 

up the canal in all probability. The water will soon 

be coming over the ship ; the captain thinks we 

ought to turn. Yes, it would be better; and we 

turned and were inside the safe round harbour 

made by nature, and dining at peace, at about 5 

o’clock. This Avas the second storm that had driven 

us back, and no mean storm according to sailors, 

and the fourth time that we were kept back by bad 

Aveather. The Stornoway harbour is to me always 

an emblem of peace. It is not the first time I 

have got shelter there, and it has ahvays smiled. 

One need scarcely Avonder that there are such 

gardens in it as those warmed at the castle, in 

Avhicli, in all months of the year, there are peace, 

warmth, and plenty, and from the plants therein 

you can pluck doAvn the figs of the Mediterranean 

and the ripe banana of the tropics. 

Yet outside the toAvn it is a wild island ; Avithin 

it, as in a great atoll, a centre basin of black peat— 

scarce earth, scarce water, and dismal to excess. 

No Avonder the natives there are afraid to go out 
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in tlie night time. It seems a fearful thing to go 

there even in the day. Surely it was not always so 

when the temple at Callernish was built, and the 

stone circles near it. Has the climate changed so 

rapidly ? Why so rapidly ? Do you know when 

Callernish was built? This question is to the 

point ; but I will say so rapidly — that is 

within a time which in other countries would be 

called historical. Yes; although the climate did 

not change the whole aspect of the country might 
•. 

change. Have I not seen a beautiful lawn, covered 

with grass, grow into moss in five years? Is 

it not true that one rainy season makes ravages in 

the grass in some places ? It does not so on the 

Highland hills. That may be, but it does so else¬ 

where. Let there be no drainage, and excessive 

moisture, with cold, and the quality of the vege¬ 

tation will diminish, and a smiling land may become 

a desert in a few years, certainly in less than a 

thousand. And do we not know that there are opera¬ 

tions of nature which remove both crop and soil ? 

and these operations are going on now; we scarcely 

require to go to Chinese Tartary for it, or to Ice¬ 

land, where we see the line of destruction as 
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sharply as a street gutter is separated from the 

pavement. Let your own coal-pits sink a little, and 

lower the surface and stop the drainage, “ and man¬ 

drakes and toadstools, and docks and darnels, rise 

like the dead from their ruined charnels,” or at least 

plants quite as bad. But it is absurd to reason : all 

the nations that flourished in our early eastern 

histories have left countries quite desolate. And 

why ? They have burnt up all their wood, and 

have no other fuel. Civilisation cannot exist 

without fuel, and cultivation cannot exist without 

fuel. There were once woods in the Lewis. Plant 

woods again, and you will have protection, sunny 

spots and green spots, and fertile spots with fine 

grass and fine vegetables, and food and lodgings for 

happy people, independent of fishing. Go and see, 

and you will believe. There is just enough left 

for a proof, and enough done by the present owner, 

Sir James Matheson, for an encouragement and 

second proof, and enough doing by the Lowland 

farmers who have come, extirpating the natives by 

sense, or at least knowledge, for the natives have 

natural wit enough. 

Was it in the island of Barra, Harris, or Lems, 
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that we saw a gentleman who had lived for years in 

Italy, and brought home an Italian wife ? Curious 

to hear the children talking Gaelic and Italian and 

English, and the mother keeping to her southern 

tongue. It is long since the Spanish, Italian, etc., 

were Latin, and still longer since the Gaelic and the 

Latin were one; and now they unite. 

Bar. 29’58. This was a grand day, the 29th of 

June, for another kind of union. The telegraph 

cable was to join the mainland, and a great steamer 

was out with it, whilst a smaller steamer with 

crowds of visitors followed in her track. It was 

safely done at the rate of six miles an hour, and 

those who had gone half-way to sing hurrah, came 

back to dine and congratulate. It goes south to 

all the dark-looking and wild islands, which are 

now united to London, and indeed to the world. 

30th. We paddled about the bay, and fished 

among the rocks, in a beautiful evening. There 

was an Arctic glory about the night, and at twelve 

o’clock we could read a letter on the deck by 

turning to the clouds that still reflected some of the o 

day, and of the sky that was still in twilight. 

Bar. 30’2, 30th, and 29'8. As the weather 
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seemed to the eye to promise fairly, though the 

barometer was low, we went off next morning 

before most of us were up, and with a light breeze 

went out of the harbour. We saw again the little 

hamlet at Byble Bay, and the little boats lying in a 

small cove. There were in fact many of them. It 

was not easy to be sure that there were houses; so 

low are they in the walls that sheep can jump up in 

most cases in Lewis, and without chimneys, as the 

Lewis people have made great advance in sanitary 

matters. They filter all the smoke and air that 

passes out of their houses through a straw filter 

which covers the whole roof. All the roof there¬ 

fore becomes a chimney, and the matter filtered out 

feeds their crops. They take it from the ceiling 

every year, and let the outer part form the new 

ceiling. Thus they have a new roof and a new 

ceiling every year, and manure besides. And, now 

that we were fairly out of the bay, the wind left 

us to float about all Sunday close to the Byble. It 

makes fools of us. One could see how a whole fleet 

of sneaking vessels could hide long in an island and 

not be seen, when their masts were not higher than 

those of the fishing-boats. Were the Vikingr in old 
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times only sneakers ?—people that kid in bays till 

they caught prey. The houses could he seen by a 

telescope—not like Sir James Matheson’s mansion, 

which strikes the unaided eye even at a great 

distance. It seemed absurd to hurry out of the 

bay only to float about, and we had the poor 

comfort of a leaden sky. About twilight we had 

moved some twenty miles north, and we saw some 

small islands south of us. I had not observed them 

in previous cruises, and thought myself stupid. 

They were fairy islands; they did not sink into the 

water, but floated on its surface, and sometimes 

they were connected by arches, and sometimes not. 

They were as if in the Swedenborg heaven, where 

any inhabitant made for himself what was on his 

mind. They seemed about two miles from us. 

When we returned to this place from Iceland they 

were not there, not a trace of them, and no man 

could tell us of them. We were shown some 

islands about forty miles south, and told that these 

were what we saw; but these Shiant islands were 

deeply planted in the sea, and did not float like 

those of the 30th of June, neither were there any 

bridges from one to another, neither did the islands 
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vary every minute to the eyes of the inhabitants 

with the movements of the air. This is true. Some 

people called it mirage, but what is that ? Is it 

any more wonderful because you give a name to it ? 

Even the name sounds of the wonderful. We went 

to bed, and waited for what was to come. It might be 

a raging sea or another calm. We did not wait long, 

for the 1st of July (bar. 29'6 7) brought in a terrible 

squall, and the mainsail, already sprung in the winds 

of the Firth, was torn in those of the ocean. We 

must reef it double to cover the tear, and also to 

diminish the pressure on the sail. 0 ye waves of 

the ocean, how little your pity, and how terrible 

your power ! You cared little how many heavy 

heads you gave, and how many fears you caused, 

and all the time compelled us to admire the easy 

freedom of your tremendous roll, and the majesty 

that refused to alter your course for specks such as 

we. The wind of the Firth was probably more 

violent than here, but there the waves were scarcely 

imitations of hill and dale,—scenery as in this 

northern sea,—beautiful and blue with it all. At 

breakfast it was less violent, but we went on with 

grand steps all the day, and passed towards Iceland 
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at a speed varying between ten and fifteen knots an 

hour. The height of the waves we considered to 

be about twelve or fourteen feet; some thought 

more, but these numbers seem to me high enough. 

The distance from crest to crest about three hundred 

feet. As we rose we would of course be some twenty 

feet or more above the lower part of the wave, and 

this is a good height to look down, but it was in¬ 

creased to our feelings by the breadth and the length, 

whilst the hollow space looked like a .great gulf. 

Then on a great wave we had several rollings, 

because each had smaller waves upon it, and we 

thought on the little fleas and the great fleas, “ and 

those on those ad infinitum.” There was a great 

variety of smaller movements, but a rough regularity 

in the greater. We all learned to balance ourselves 

like rope-dancers when it was necessary to move, 

but as a rule no one moves who can help it. The 

chairs must be fixed, or they slide away; we also 

must fix ourselves, or we slide also. The next day 

was the same, perhaps less violent, but perhaps we 

had got accustomed to it; and what did the people 

do who became i nvisible 1 but no sound of complaint 

was ever heard in the cabin. One sailor at least 
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was sick, but he had never been so far away, and he 

longed to see land and to walk home. I will not 

tell who of the passengers was sick, but only three 

out of eight appeared at dinner. The dinner-table 

swung, and kept its own level, like the index to 

Napier’s log that hung in the cabin. Our dinner 

went up with the table to our mouths, and down as 

the table struck our knees. All was in constant 

motion, and we caught bites in passing as we best 

could. Some who were not ill, and did not enjoy 

the sight of the sea, spent the time in reading. 

The book took me from the danger and the awful¬ 

ness of the scene, and by fixing attention on ancient 

times and people, or on any other ideas, the day 

passed without misery, and sometimes with a certain 

joy at the prowess of our vessel and its triumphant 

riding over these numerous dangers. The ladies 

retired, but sometimes came up the stair to have 

one look, sometimes daring to sit awhile, but 

chiefly when not in retirement rivetted on the steps 

to a sight of the sea. This was July 2d, bar. 29‘72. 

On the third (bar. 29*6), in the morning, the sea 

was still high, and a heavy mist came on. We 

had no sight of the sun, and could not tell where 
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we were exactly, but by the log we expected to be 

forty miles from the Westermann Islands at the 

south of Iceland. Not seeing, we “hove to;” 

that is, we turned round to the wind, and did not 

sail for about twelve hours. We rolled about in a 

high sea; the captain did not seem to like sailing in 

it, independent of the mist, but about midday we 

saw a little farther, and dashed onwards. We had 

however far to go, and saw nothing till six o’clock. 

How we stare for land on such occasions. How 

rejoicing to see even a speck. These miserable-look¬ 

ing rocks with the waves dashing over them, we 

could scarcely believe to be the Westermann 

Islands. But we were far off, and there are people 

within who find pleasant homes-—keeping the 

name but not the lineage of the poor Westmen who 

seem to have been stolen from Ireland, and made 

slaves of by the Norse in Iceland. However, they 

loved freedom, and were not averse to killing, so 

they killed their tyrants and ran away from their 

tyrants’ friends, who, however, pursued them into 

these poor islands, and put an end to the men 

from the West. Where there is a little bit of grass 

to keep a cow or sheep men will be found to live 
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there, waiting patiently till the grass is eaten and. 

turned into flesh, that they may swallow it next. 

I had with me a little book by my friend Mr. 

A. J. Symington of Glasgow, on his voyage to Ice¬ 

land about fifteen years ago, and from the sketch 

of the Westermann Islands there we saw that we 

were right. The little outline on the book was 
o 

almost as large as that which we saw on the sky. 

The captain was satisfied, and now we ran on our 

course, next seeking a view of the Mealsek, a rock 

which we were to pass, keeping it to the left. 

It became pretty clear, and the sky opened out and 

promised well, and we were relieved to be near land 

and to be freer from the heaviness of the sea, but 

occasional sights of squally-looking clouds told us 

that we must put on all pressure and get in if 

possible before a severe night should meet us. As 

we did so, a squall came ; it was like a hammer 

knocking us to the side, with the water on the deck, 

and a splash of spray that made its way in small 

quantities down the skylight. The gig was sailing 

instead of hanging. This lasted about five minutes, 

and a serener sky came and allowed us to sail 

pleasantly, but still with much dash, till we saw a 
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little speck. The Mealsek as they pronounce it, or 

Mealsack, or Eydel rock, was also known from 

Symington’s sketch, although it has various aspects 

according to situation. It stands up like a pretty 

well-filled sack of grain or meal, bending somewhat 

in the middle. Its top is a flattish slope, and was 

actually paved with birds. It is well to keep to 

the north of it, as sunken rocks go far south. And 

we did so, looking with delight on this Icelandic 

Ailsa Craig, and seeing faintly the shore of Iceland 

beyond. We seemed then safe, for although the 

shore is most inhospitable, black, and hopeless, xhe 

weather was promising, and as we could see little, 

we went to bed. After coming near Reykjavik, 

heard occasionally healthy sounds on deck, that is 

sounds that spoke of safe and pleasant progress. 

Heard a noise, not from the ship, that told of a pilot 

coming on board ; went to sleep, and heard finally 

that pleasant but discordant sound, the lowering of 

the anchor or rattling of the cable, about 8 o’clock 

in the morning. We had watching enough, let us 

sleep on for a while, and get up to breakfast in 

peace at ten o’clock of July 4th. Bar. 29'85. 
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“ Good morning.” “ Well, this is about the poorest 

place I ever looked .at. Stornoway looked princely 

to it.” Indeed some Stornoway people have been 

known to ask if London was really larger than 

Stornoway. This Reykjavik seemed certainly 

larger than Byble. There seemed a few black houses 

along the shore, and a church tower in miniature. 

But we were far away, and we found that a good 

deal of the poorness of appearance arose from the 

blackness of wharf-looking buildings, but still more 

from the shore itself, which, unlike ours, shining 

with white quartz pebbles, white chalk, or light- 

coloured sand, was here made of black lava in fact. 

The stone everywhere seen was virtually lava, it was 

under the feet in powder or in pebbles, and it was 

in masses at parts of the bay where it had been 

rolling into the sea. This became very black under 
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water, and we had black pebbles on the beach 

instead of white, and black sands made out of the 

black pebbles, instead of bright and yellow sands. 

We learnt soon to see that the town had its shiny 

aspect. Apart from the shore were the less business 

houses, which were clean and freshly painted. The 

stores occupied the front. We must except the 

Governor’s house, which stood on the left, separate, 

and visible from the yacht. It is of pure white, 

the only mansion built of stone. The new library 

and a part of the church will scarcely be claimed as 

exceptions, being public. On the whole, there was 

a Norwegian look in the houses, and no doubt 

Norway has given the people ideas, although it is 

long since they were connected with that country. 

But besides this, there was a look of the old Skali, 

as depicted in Dasent’s translation of Burnt Njal, 

and no wonder, as this was drawn by a Reykjavik 

man. Outside the town, or denser part, were a 

very different set of houses, green as grass, because 

covered with grass, and the high roofs seeming to 

come down to the ground. These are the real 

Icelandic houses. Germany, through Denmark and 

Norway, has given a good deal of character to those 
D 
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of the aristocrats of the city, who are the Governor, 

the lawyers, the teachers, and the merchants. 

We found that we had been inquired for before 

we got up. Mrs. Hjaltalin was here from Edin¬ 

burgh, and she soon came on board again; we 

went with her to her cousins, the Stephensons, one 

a lawyer, and another a very handsome young 

clergyman from a distance. The lady of the house 

could not speak to us, but all the gentlemen spoke 

good English. .This was a pleasant surprise. We 

had heard of resorting to Latin, and we knew that 

it would be difficult to converse in that language. 

Lord Dufferin was obliged to make his speeches in 

Latin, and Mr. Symington corresponded in that 

language for some time after his visit. Matters are 

changed. People who wrote Latin then now write 

English. Although a few years only have passed, 

much less Latin is now used. Mrs. Stephenson 

brought us coffee and sweet cakes, good and elegant; 

and we thought how much better than wine or 

whisky; still the coffee was too strong. It was of 

great interest for us to see that most of the habits 

were our own. Some thirty years ago, a celebrated 

Professor from Germany had coffee poured out to him 
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by a lady here highly educated in olden literature. 

When speaking fluently about Virgil and Homer, 

she spilt some of the liquid on the table. This 

caused her no difficulty; she put the cup at the 

edge of the table, and scraped the liquid into it 

with her hands, handing it to him. The times are 
V 

changed. Virgil has gone from the education to a 

great extent, at least Latin is now seldom spoken 

as a necessity here, and the refinements of the table 

are such as are held refinements in the other 

capitals of Europe. 

Two Mr. Stephensons agreed to come with us to 

see the warm springs in the bay. This is a remark¬ 

able sight at times. At the present we see nothing 

from a distance, and row above a mile to the 

shore nearest the springs. We landed among 

broken lava pieces, went over a little grass, and 

then saw endless fields of stones. It was a melan¬ 

choly sight. A little brook came down to the sea, 

and near it was abundant red soil, but a little up 

and on the sloping ground the soil was gone; there 

was gravel with great stone masses—pure desolation. 

Around us was a great amphitheatre of hills, and 

grass could be seen when it existed miles away, but 
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there were only a few patches. The hills were 

great blackish heaps with streaks of snow, and the 

broken masses of rock falling down and filling up 

great precipitous gulfs with the debris. It was 

pleasant to see a little mud, over which we wandered 

along the river to obtain a sight of the springs. 

We saw the steam rising when less than half-a-mile 

away, and when we arrived we found washerwomen 

taking advantage of the heat. No wonder, in a 

place where fuel is so scarce. The water comes 

from the ground at the side of the brook in various 

places, at a temperature of 185° Fahr. and warms 

the stream nearly or wholly to the sea. On damp 

quiet mornings or evenings we saw from the bay the 

vapour rising high above the springs, and could 

trace the rivulet itself in a long line of steam down 

to the black shore. This sight determined the name 

of the place. When Ingulf saw it he called it 

smoke or reik; and as in Scotland Edinburgh was 

called Auld Eeekie, so he called this the reeky bay 

or Reykjavik. And there it is still reeking after a 

thousand years, and no man has brought it into the 

town because it is two miles off, and no one has 

made there a general washing establishment. There 
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was a little sulphuretted hydrogen in the water. We 

rowed to the yacht. The evening was darker’ than 

the day, or at least it was less light, and it was 

colder. Our companions were men who had been 

educated at Copenhagen, and had spent years there, 

and yet they enjoyed Reykjavik. We had some 

vague idea that there ought to be no crime 

here; the old crimes were chiefly killing people, 

and that of course was surely stopped. We were 

told, however, that there were above fifty trials at 

the assizes every half-year, and this was only for a 

part of the island. We were half consoled to find that 

thirty of the cases were disputes about property, the 

rest were generally small thefts. Still there was 

a fair share of crime—how much of crime to each 

1000 persons we did not find. The people of Iceland 

are human, and must have their faults ; and indeed 

one wonders why in the long darkness of winter 

crime is not very abundant. On these distant 

farms who is to know, and in the gloomy days who 

is to care ? We forget that our great cities are 

.themselves nearly impassable at times. Who in 

Iceland ever heard of a fog like one in London or 

any of our great workshop towns ? And do not we 
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light the gas often during midday, and from 

morning till night ? Who in Iceland can light it 

longer ? “ But then you are in prison in Reykjavik. 

During one half-year and more you cannot go out 

because it is night; during the other half-year you 

do not go.” “ Where would you go ? There is a 

village within ten miles. There are farms within a 

few miles up ; there are a few villages in the north 

six days’ journey in summer, unapproachable, at 

least by ordinary folks, in Avinter. You must ride 

all day on a pony; you must sleep all night in a tent; 

and for this accommodation among the northern 
» 

elements, the expense, taking all things together, is 

almost the same as a first-class carriage on a rail¬ 

way, and a first-class hotel in Germany or SAvitzer- 

land. Such at least was the experience of tourists 

closely questioned. So you must be strongly im¬ 

pelled if you leave Reykjavik for another part of 

the island.” We cannot, hoAvever, say that you are 

in a prison Avith hard labour: in winter there is 

little to do, and Ave do not knoAv hoAv busy Satan 

may be then. People resort to the old fashion of 

telling stories round the fire, or reading such as 

they have Avritten out, or had written out for them. 
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Conversation must fail when there is no post for 

six months, and so few people to gossip about; and 

one only wonders that written-out tales are not 

more abundant among them; hut then they lend 

the volumes, and more than one household listens 

at a time. There is a good library at Reykjavik, 

however, but nobody reads in it in summer, and few 

in winter. Perhaps it is too learned, and more for 

students, and this I think is the case. 

July 5th. Bar. 30.—We called on Mr. Arna- 

son, who is resident inspector of the seminary here, a 

place for young men who may go to Copenhagen Uni¬ 

versity, or for such as cannot go. They dressed like 

German and also Scandinavian students. It is curious 

how much alike the appearance is of all house arrange¬ 

ments in Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and 

Iceland. Who gives the word ? It seems to me that 

they imitate and hate. The rooms are like German 

professors’ rooms, the teachers are like German 

professors; but the actual school-rooms are more 

like Scotch country schools—sloping desks, covered 
% 

with ink and cuttings. There was one sleeping- 

place for thirty students. The beds looked black 

and uninviting; people have not learnt ventila- 
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tion even in summer. I hope this evil will now be 

cured by Mr. Arnason. There is a library attached 
% 

to the school in a separate building. It is a gift of 

Thomas Kelsall, and speaks of Lancashire. We did 

not hear more of him. It contained both English 

and Eastern books. There is also a library and free 

reading-room above the church or cathedral. No 

one was reading. Here Mr. Arnason keeps his 

private collection of manuscripts, amounting to 220 

volumes. An arranged Icelandic lore has been 

published by him in two large volumes in Den¬ 

mark ; and a small selection from this again has 

been translated into English. 

Up in the cathedral roof, too, is the Antiquarian 

Museum. It was not well filled, and one cannot but 

feel that there is more to learn in Iceland. Who 

knows but one may find there some of the early 

stone weapons, and show an occupation before 

the time of Ingulf ? It is said in Are’s Islanderbok 

that the first Icelanders who went to Greenland 

found the stone weapons of those who had been 

before them. Here, however, we may yet learn much 

concerning early Norwegian settlers and their habits. 

The localities of their dwellings are well known ; 
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their very houses, or at least house-steads, and 

their burying-places. It was interesting to see 

people from the district of Burnt Njal—men who 

lived next door, we may say, to him and to Gunnar; 

and what fine men these two were! Has no one 

found remains of the period in sufficient abundance 

to stock a small museum ? So far as I see, there 

may be something done in Iceland by archaeologists; 

and, if we may separate the two, there is much to 

be done by antiquarians. However, as the matter 

now stands, Iceland is the only country which has 

a complete history; so far as we know. We have 

records of the first who went there, and many 

families can tell their descent from the time of 

landing. Offices and officers are named without a 

break, and the habits of the people are disclosed to 

us in language so graphic and simple, that no man 

at this moment, at least so far as I can judge, is able 

to write so clearly. They were a fine people, and 

had sense and refinement of thought with abundant 

legal subtlety. It is clear that they were not aware of 

Christianity till very late; but it is not clear that 

they did not first receive much of their external life 

as well as modes of thinking from Micklegarth, 
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Miklagarth, or Constantinople. Did the external 

things come before the religion ? Did the wander¬ 

ing soldiers in the Greek empire bring their orna¬ 

ments, and forget the faith ? This is possible. 

It was a cold evening as we thought, still it 

suited for a walk, and some young people were 

playing croquet on a small lawn at the Governor’s 

house. 

It was pleasant to talk to the lively young 

members of the chief families here. The bishop had a 

son preparing for a medical course at Copenhagen— 

a bright face which seemed to us destined to make 

one short rush into an inhabited land, and to have 

a sight of the busy world of Europe in one of its 

capitals, and then to come back to the solitary spot 
% 

where he must spend his days if he means to be in 

Iceland elsewhere than in Reykjavik itself. We 

thought of the beautiful simile of the old Saxon or 

Dane, when Christianity came before his eyes, some¬ 

where near Newcastle. “ Let us see what they say 

of the future; we know nothing of it; for we are as 

the bird tliat just now flew about this room; it saw 

the light for a moment, and then passed out into 

darkness : we come into the world and pass out in 
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the same hasty way.” Some of the family came on 

the yacht, and we were delighted to hear how they 

stood up for their country amidst a little banter 

intended to bring out their ideas. The daughter 

especially showed her loyalty and talent. 



ISLANDS AND CHURCHES. 

To-day we are to make a little excursion. From 

the town and bay we see a long hill some twelve 

miles away, and on it patches of snow ; hut 

between us and it there are islands, and one called 

Yithey is rather long and green, having a long 

house on it somewhat in the Skali fashion to look 

at. This used to be the Governor’s house, and 

there he lived when Sir W. Hooker went. The 

house was newer then, but I rather think it must 

look better now than it did at that time, as the 

accounts are rather strange, speaking of the entrance 

as being like a pig-stye. However, here the 

Governor lived some four or five miles distant 

from the town; and, curious enough, the bishop lived 

about two and a half miles off on the shore near 

the reeking springs described. I say curious, 

because how could they communicate with the 
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town ? Did they not care to do so very often, or did 

they not care what kind of weather it was ? The 

reason the Governor lived on the island was because 

the land was good and produced grass, and the 

place was sheltered and had many eider-ducks. 

The reason the bishop lived where he did was 

because it was flat ground, and had some grass; but 

they were both isolated, and the house of the latter 

is now going to ruin, whilst his successors have 

gone to the town. The descendants of the Governor 

or Amtsmann (properly, official representative), I 

suppose, are still there, and make a good thing out 

of the island. We saw people cutting hay. We 

certainly thought it wonderfully poor hay, being very 

short, whilst the scythes were the length of reaping- 

hooks, although nearly straight; but the island fed 

twenty cows in the winter, as well as more than 

twenty people. The inside of the house was a kind 

of faded greaterness, if we make a new word, since 

we cannot say absolute greatness. The cow-houses 

were like long low potato-mounds, the doors small, 

as for small cattle, and the roofs well turfed, with 

good grass crops on them. The house had to the 

front a gateway, and on it a weathercock, whilst a 
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side gateway had a vane somewhat as in the draw¬ 

ing referred to. 

There was a little chapel near the house, and in 

it a clergyman preached every two months. Beside 

a pretty large room was a small study, as one might 

call it. It was also the business-room and bed¬ 

room of the old Governor Stephenson. The old 

bed remained as he left it, very small, with posts, 

however, and curtains close overhead. It was close 

behind his arm-chair, and he had only to get out 

of bed and conduct the affairs of the island in an 

instant, whilst the people in the large room entered. 

The servants slept upstairs. For a while at least 

the Governor when old was living alone, and people 

knew that the servants were above, and he in this 

large house, for it seemed the largest we saw, down 

below. Years ago, two sailors from an English 

vessel had learnt that there was some good solid 

Icelandic silver plate in the mansion; so they got 

leave to go out fishing on the evening before they 

were to leave the island, and having waited for 

dusk and bed-time, they entered and took all, Mr. 

Stephenson not resisting. However, he soon got 

up, and sent messengers to Reykjavik to stop the 

\ 
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vessel. But a more imperative order had gone be¬ 

fore him, and the wind had ceased. So the silver 

was restored, and the sailors were caught. The 

Governor would not have them punished, because it 

Avas so troublesome and expensive, and Copenhagen 

was so far. There is no jail in the town, but they 

are building one now; so this trick must not be 

tried again. 

It was a bright sunny day when we were upon 

the island, hut we saw no nests of eider-ducks. The 

time was past. The custom is to rob the nests of 

the eggs all hut one, that is, they take out about 

five, and the down. When the duck returns, she, 

and I suppose her mate also, pluck more down off 

themselves and make a new nest, and when another 

set of eggs are laid, these, with the down, are taken 

also; hut it must not he tried a third time, else the 

birds leave it. This evening, Mrs. H. said, was one of 

the finest she had ever seen. Bar. 30. On another 

island, Effersey, Mr. Young found a duck in its nest; 

it refused to get up till one of the sailors put out his 

hand and touched it. Even then it did not go 

fifty feet away. The down is of a light-brownish 

colour. It is an important source of the wealth of 

+ 
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Iceland, and a fine of several dollars is imposed 

on any one who shoots an eider-duck. We left the 

haymakers, and rowed away among rocks and sun¬ 

shine to the yacht in the bay. We saw a seal on 

the way ; it had caught a fish, and was holding it 

out of the water, shaking it perhaps to kill it in the 

air. 

In the evening, having rowed to the little island 

of Efiersey, in the harbour, we saw a very large seal, 

and indeed we saw this one several times : it seemed 

to think, as we did, that it was an excellent place 

for fishing. We floated on the north side, where 

it is very deep, and Mr. Young, Mr. John Young, 

and I, caught, in little more than an hour, a 

hundred and thirty fishes. They were not large, 

and they were not valuable ; they were chiefly 

saithe and lythe, but there were a few fine rock 

cod amongst them, pleasant to eat. Warm and 

pleasant as the day was, there had been a few little 

showers, still when we left the yacht it was clear in 

the evening; but a heavy shower threatening, sent 

us back, and here the threat was not a mere one. 

7th July. Bar. 29'85. It appears that we were 

not alone in meeting bad weather. The vessels from 
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the eastern and usual route were also in trouble. 

During the fog one steamer found herself in muddy 

water; the captain was in great fear, not knowing 

how near he was to a shoal, and he dared not move. 

The sea was very heavy, and was sufficient to make 

him heave to. It appears that he was opposite a 

stream running from the great Skapta Jokul, but 

was still three or four miles from land. The 

stream is at times very great, as the great distance 

of the mud shows. We met two Englishmen who 

had been in the vessel; one said it had rocked a 

little, but that he liked; we certainly saw that 

ignorance was bliss in that case. 

This being Sunday, the English were about. 

We met other two: they had been up Hecla, and 

told us that the upper part was becoming warm, 

the snow being melted a long way down. 

We all went to church, a neat enough looking 

building and a cathedral, inside orderly and not 

small. There is a certain metropolitan dignity about 

it. The service is Lutheran, but there seem to be 

older customs than I have observed in Germany. 

The clergyman sings and intones most of the time, 

all his reading both Scripture and prayers, and 

E 

# 
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sometimes appears ratlier, as lie stands before the 

altar, to he singing a solo. He had a white old 

Luther ruff round his neck, and on his back a large 

cross in gold thread. It seemed as if the system, 

like the language of Iceland, had remained unaltered, 

and that ice had to do with this as well as with 

the land. The cold has prevented change and 

frozen the forms. For these reasons we could not 

exactly blame the preacher, a young and excellent 

man, if his style was stiff; and the ideas of a steam 

sermon suggested by Teufelsclrock, or of a milder 

wooden dress, rose into our minds. Lutheranism has 

grown dull here as in Germany. No one begins a 

struggle such as the sturdy one at the Althing, when 

Christianity came in among the purely reasoning by 

force of reason, and made its way among the un¬ 

unreasoning by force of arms. We could not tell 

why the bishop came in so late in his satin gown, 

hut I am told he always does so, and a great many 

people imitate him, interrupting the service by 

walking down all the middle of the church. It 

could not be because of ecclesiastical dignity, because 

it interfered with ecclesiastical objects, and rather 

set them aside as trifling. The true feeling of that 
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kind would be to magnify his office and the office 

of all church ministers, and to make every trifle tell 

its most. There must therefore be some hidden 

reason unknown to us. Of course I put aside any 

idea that it was a desire to appear dignified in any 

worldly sense of the word, because he must know 

very well how little is the dignity of man in the 

house of his great Creator. It is not an ancient 

unbroken habit, as the former bishop did not do so 

as we were informed. 

We could not tell a word of the sermon, so we 

may be excused if we looked at the people of a new 

country—the children of Ingulf and Thorstein and 

Thorulf. and such people. How the wild spirits 

were tamed down ! A few, i.e. “the gentry,”speak¬ 

ing of the ladies, had dresses exactly such as you 

may see in any town here, but most of the women ■ 

had the little cloth circle on the head, you can 

scarcely call it a cap. There were tassels, or rather 

long threads collected into a tassel, and these were 

kept together by being put through a tube about 

two inches long, and above half-an-inch in diameter, 

made of silver in most cases, sometimes of brass. 

The dress was woollen cloth. Only one lady 
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appeared in the ancient “ dress ” dress of the 

country, with the gold embroidered cloth and the 

high veil, raised about eight inches over the head by 

a, horn, such as is used in Syria for the same purpose 

at the present day, as Mr. Young recognised. The 

veil fell over the face. It may he laughed at by 

some of our young ladies, but there was no greater 

height than lately appeared on their own heads, and 

there was less weight than now is made to hang down 

their necks, in the vain belief that they persuade the 

world that their hair is painfully rich and luxuriant. 

When we entered the harbour and had looked at 

the town, some of the first things that fixed atten¬ 

tion were a few grassy mounds that seemed to have 

stones about them that had been placed by art. 

We found that a fishing station had been there last 

century. The spot was a little island, somewhat 

about a third of a mile long, and less broad. We 

often landed there. There were remains of dwellings, 

rooms with excessively thick walls in the true Ice¬ 

landic fashion, but there were also some things older. 

Towards the ship there were several stone circles: 

the stones were distant from each other in the true 
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old method, but they were very small. I take 

them for circles such as are called Druidical, true 

burying-places in all probability. I opened the 

ground in one, but found nothing ; still this proves 

as little. They were all close together. 

A curious custom exists in the burying-place of 

Reykj avik. The small ornaments of stones are often 

circular on the graves, and one would suppose this 

custom to have descended from those numerous 

circles in Norway, the circles such as we have in 

our own country, and the pebble circles to which 

they have almost returned, of this and many other 

countries, India included. I am told, however, that 

the introduction into Iceland has been late, and 

from Denmark, and that they represeut garlands. 

I did not find that any one had observed the 

stone circles at Effersey, and I was told of fish drying 

and many other habits to account for them, but I 

see no value which such a circle could be to any one. 

No building could be made upon it, the stones being 

separate, and having no parts broad enough to bear. 

There may be some reasons, but I must keep the 

old one, that they were burying or sacred places, 

until new light arises. The diameter varied from 

* 
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about twelve feet to above twenty. I did not 

measure. On the west side, however, there were 

two old remains about which there could be no 

mistake. They were cairns. One had been un¬ 

covered before probably, and when uncovered again 

presented a very rude stone cist, of which I endea¬ 

voured to take a photograph. It was also small 

and irregular. The other cairn was opened to some 

extent, but promising nothing, was closed. There 

were the remains of a stone circle around it as I 

believed ; it was in great decay. The fishermen had 

lived on the island long, and had not obliterated 

these ancient resting-places of the earliest Nor¬ 

wegians as we must suppose them to be, or who 

knows if they were Irish ? Probably not, as the 

Irish were Christian when they went to Iceland. 

There was a depression in the island, in which 

was water; in the midst was a large circular well. 

When removing the stones of one cairn, we found at 

an early stage a bone, which had fallen in, evidently 

not old. (See Lithograph of Cairns.) It was the 

shank of a sheep or lamb, with a hole carefully 

drilled in it. On taking it to an acquaintance in 

Iceland, he wished to explain, hut his -wife imme- 
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diately brought one with woollen thread round it, 

showing its use. The holes, I am told, were made 

that the marrow might be sucked out. If in re¬ 

moving the marrow the bone is split across, it is a 

very bad omen; it is therefore done either in the 

way mentioned or by splitting the bone length¬ 

ways, otherwise your sheep will break their legs, 

just as you broke the bone. This is the only indi¬ 

cation I have met with of bone-splitting in Europe 

at present; it connects us with the old and prehis¬ 

toric method so often brought to our minds in 

opening either dwelling or burying places. This 

explanation was obtained from Mr. Hjaltalin. 

The sheriff told me that it was supposed that 

Effersey, the name of the little island, meant an 

arrow-flight, and that was about the distance of the 

island from the mainland. 



GADDING ABOUT REYKJAVIK. 

Monday, July 8. We spent a good deal of this day, 

since it was a fine one, in gadding about. Some of 

the company were going on the morrow to the 

Geysers, and arrangements were to be made. The 

guide was the here famous Zoga, and he of course 

had assistants and numerous horses to arrange and 

pack. This month of July is a busy one for Reyk¬ 

javik. The winter is past, the grass has grown 

enough to fatten the ponies, and now it is left to 

ripen for hay. In winter the people cannot come 

into the town from a great distance; in spring the 

horses are too weak to carry them. The poor 

animals must scrape their living from under the 

snow during the cold dull winter, and lie down with 

empty stomachs and without covering, so that they 

show too clearly their skeletons, and require the 

early grass to bring up their strength. Perhaps this 
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is the reason why they are such docile, quiet, and 

obedient animals, whilst they are also quick and 

active. They are small, but many of them are very 

beautiful, exactly the horses for children, and yet 

we bring them over here in hundreds for the rough 
* • 

work of the coal-pit. The street at the front of 

Reykjavik or the shore, or along the shore, was 

covered with these ponies, and we pushed them 

gently out of the way when we wished to pass: we 

never feared kicking. Gangs of them come in from 

the country tied to each other, one mouth tied to a 

tail, making one long string. Each went away 

loaded with 160 pounds of food or other house 

stores. It was wonderful to see so many with 

bundles of cod-fish heads. Surely it is a waste of 
* 

labour to carry so far that which has so little nourish¬ 

ment. Some had beams of wood on each side, 

dangling and striking the ground, to their great dis¬ 

comfort. Some, and most of them, were ready to 

sail in a steamer that was waiting to take them to 

Granton (Edinburgh). They will be sold to men 

who will probably give them plenty of food, and of 

a richness hitherto unknown ; but I daresay they 

will remember with sorrow the sometimes bright 
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hills of Iceland and the occasional green fields; and 

if ever they are brought out from the darkness, one 

can imagine the dance of joy which we are told 

sensitive horses indulge in when life has not been 

too much worn away before release from the pit. 

It is said that their qualities deteriorate under rich 

food. Steamers are fitted up entirely for ponies, 

and these are swung in as rapidly as bales of cotton, 

and by exactly the same method. A band is put 

round them, they are hoisted out of the small boat, 

the crane is turned round, and when over the hold 

they are let down, their feet kicking for solid ground, 

and the eyes and the cries exhibiting great terror. 

There are divisions between every three or four, lest 

they should all be jammed together when the vessel 

rolled, and lest they should be found trampling on 

each other, even if they did not swamp the ship. 

The shops or stores, of which there are a dozen, 

were crammed with customers till late at night. 

In winter they are empty. It is but a few years 

since trade was much restricted by Denmark, and a 

mercantile monopoly was sold by the government, 

resulting in a very narrow supply of wants from the 

continent. Now it is free, and there is great 
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activity. The thriving merchants of Reykjavik not 

only supply the central districts around by direct 

and ready sales, but they send vessels round the 

coast, and in every haven establish for a while a 

shop,—movable storehouses for all the island. And 

this must be done rapidly. The passage round the 

north-west was not opened this year till after the 

beginning of June some time, and all the north was 

equally frozen in. This we learnt from the captain 

of a French frigate which came into the bay, as it 

does every year, on a commission to look after all 

the French fishermen, who have sixty large fishing 

vessels and others round the island, chiefly in the 

north. This vessel is a moving workshop in wood 

and iron; it repairs the fishing-boats, and assists 

them where necessary. 

We bought to-day some silver ornaments. For 

these Iceland has been famous. It seemed to us 

that we recognised in them also an Eastern fashion, 

although it has been distinctly modified in more 

modem times. In the old ones an apparently 

Eastern ecclesiastical character may be traced. 

Here is one believed to be about two centuries old; 

it is a buckle for a belt. Some of these belts are 
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composed of oblong pieces of about three inches in 

length, which are fixed on cloth, and so form a 

flexible silver or silver gilt band ; a piece hangs 

down in front according to the girth of the person 

who uses it. The old button patterns are very 

pretty, but for their later origin we must seek in 

Denmark and Norway. Perhaps the Eastern horn 

supporting the veil is found also in these countries. 

If not, it probably was so lately. Mrs. Iijaltalin 

introduced us to her mother, the widow of the 

physician, Dr. Thorstensen, a man who seems to 

have been highly respected, since he has the most 

imposing monument in the churchyard, raised by 

the subscriptions of the inhabitants. Mrs. Thorsten¬ 

sen is a fine specimen of health in Iceland at eighty 

years of age, strong and cheerful as well as active. 

She lives in a neat little painted house, and is 

unquestionable proof that a strong constitution, an 

active mind, and a kind heart, can live beyond the 

average age of the race of men, in spite of ice and 

long winters. There are two silversmiths in Reyk¬ 

javik, but they had little to sell. Mr. Young bought 

the last button from one of them. It was an old 

one, the new ones are flimsier and have less cha- 
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racter; they resemble more the filigree work of 

Morocco and other parts of the Mediterranean. 

This 9th was a fine day with a fresh breeze and 

sunshine. The Geyser party was made up. There 

were Miss Eliza Young and Miss Livingstone, with 

Mrs. Hjaltalin, John Young and Thomas Graham 

Young, and Wilson Thom, with the yacht’s cook. 

To supply these with all the necessary comforts of 

life for a week, there were actually wanted forty- 

two horses. Each person, guides included, must 

have two horses, and there were tents to five in 

when they could not find a church, besides bedding, 

cooking apparatus, and food. They were away six 

days, and the whole cost forty-five pounds. This 

very closely resembles in expense travelling in 

Europe, and fair travelling, because it comes to 

twenty-five shillings a day for each of the six. Of 

course I do not count either the cook or the guides, 

because these in ordinary railway travelling would 

not have been required. 

The party left very merrily. We went then to 

the college, and saw Mr. Arnason. I fear indeed 

we tormented him almost every day. He brought 

Mr. Gudmundsson, who showed us his large map of 
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the ThingvaUa. This he had tried to have pub¬ 

lished in England, but had not succeeded. It is 

much more complete than anything we have in 

books. He is making another attempt. Mr. 

Arnason also showed us his 220 volumes of 

manuscripts, consisting of poems, histories, sagas, 

and miscellanea. It is remarkable how clearly 

every one is written, old and new, every letter can 

be read by itself. Many have been thumbed over 

in the long winter nights, and no doubt have done 

much to amuse the people. He has spent many 

years collecting them,—a fine occupation for an 

active mind in an inactive country. He wishes to 

find a purchaser for these MSB. in England. 

The Sheriff, Mr. Thorsteinsson, who was ever 

ready to answer all our prying and troublesome 

questions, told us of a Thing or Thingstead not so 

far off as the Althing, namely, at Ellida Vatn, a small 
% 

lake about two and a half hours’ ride from the town. 

This court was little known, and he offered us two 

horses if we could find other two, for horses were 

scarce at present, so many being sold. Mr. Arna¬ 

son thinks he can find guide and animals as a 

favour, and so we settle on that as our little amuse- 
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ment for to-morrow, whilst to-night we go to the 

ship, dig again in the island of Effersey, and fish 

round its shores. There was a clear sky for a time 

in the evening, and a heavy dew that wet all the 

soft wood of the vessel as if water had been put upon 

it. This we also had at Stornoway; sailors take it 

for a sign of good weather. It meant only that the 

sky was clear, the air cooling, and the moisture con¬ 

densing, and this happens in very still pleasant 

weather, but it indicates nothing of the future, as 

we soon found at Stornoway. To-night the vapour 

from the hot springs could he traced down to the 

sea, along the stream into which they flowed. Mr. 

Thorsteinsson offered to lend us two horses if we 

could find the rest. 
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Me. Arnason had not the ponies ready, as he had 

not counted on three going, besides the guide and our 

good friend Mr. Gudmundsson, the artist; so it was 

midday before we set off to Ellida Vatu. The road 

for about three or four miles was the usual one to 

the Thingvalla, and had really a lively appearance 

when strings of ponies came to and from the town 

—the loaded ones going steadily forward with then’ 

treasures, and the light ones dancing pleasantly. 

In the valley, and south of the slight hill over which 

we passed on leaving the town, was a dark peat-bog, 

and peats drying. The bed went down to the sea. 

The peat, when dried, has a light-brown colour, and 

is put in clumps of an irregular shape as if it were 

not cut but scraped out of water. The hill was 

without grass, the road had only gravel on the sides; 

that which ought to have been a field was gravel, 
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and but for the sunshine, the eheerlessness would have 

been great. There was no grass, not even a blade, 

but here and there was a bunch of the most perfect 

thyme, the flowers fresh and sharply carved as it 

were in porcelain. These bunches were dotted over 

our way for miles, and it is not true, as some one 

has unfeelingly said, that this thyme had no smell; 

the smell was as transcendent as the beauty of the 

flower. Was this more beautiful than any that we 

had ever seen, or was it the wonderful contrast that 

disturbed our judgment—the unexpected vision of 

this gem made here quite common? 

As we moved on out of the slopes that lead to 

the sea, and had a vision only of the inland hills 

and no-hills—we cannot say levels—we saw the 

white tents of travellers from the interior that had 

sought some spot where several blades of grass 

existed, in order to rest before going into the town. 

It was a somewhat Eastern scene, and the gravelly 

earth and stony hills might make one think of 

Sinai, so long as the sun was up. There were 

occasionally small tufts of grass on some of the 

ground that had the general appearance of being 

utterly desolate ; probably it was on these tufts that 

F 
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the ponies fed, and as there was extent enough, they 

might eat up many during a long walk. When we 

had gone about three miles we saw some really 

green grazing ground, and a farmhouse on the side 

of the road, green and bright on the roof, which is 

the chief thing seen. The road for about three 

miles is pretty broad, and the larger stones removed 

are put at the side. After this short space is passed 

there is no artificial highway except so far as feet 

have formed it. We then came to a rapid river 

which ran down before us over many stones, meet¬ 

ing the head of a bay to our left—a bay that ran far 

into the land. The river was a fine salmon one, 

and we had been invited to see the fishes caught, 

hut we did not find time to attend to Mr. Thomsen's 

kind invitation. The river and its banks might 

have been beautiful, but it ran between gravel sides 

only, and neither tree nor herb was there to give it 

beauty. We see no beauty in a river without pleas¬ 

ing accompaniments. Water is beautiful alone as 

we see in the ocean, and it beautifies landscapes till 

they produce enthusiasm, but land may be so un. 

lovely that even the water loses attractions beside 

it. So it was here. We rode to the right, up a 
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sloping hill, gravel again, and through the bed of 

a stream and past a hot spring. Near this hot 

spring was a little grass. We moved onwards some 

three miles, and passed several heaps of stones, put 

probably to mark the way, since they generally 

appeared on heights before us. We came to large 

patches with grass upon them, but these were 

raised about sixteen inches above the rest of the 

ground. It appeared as if the upper surface of the 

latter and chief portion had been cut off rapidly by 

some violent action. The division between the two 

was sharp and fresh. It did not seem as if it had 

been made by water, and we imagined wind : but 

would not the wind have scattered the debris about 

so that we could see it ? On this we had no 

certainty, but there was the fact before us: the 

upper soil was removed to all appearance this very 

year, and the small amount of grass-bearing soil 

was diminishing. And why should wind not cause 

it? Dr. Graham of Errol told me that he stood 

beside a clergyman in the north of Scotland, when 

the wind rose violently and blew about the sand in 

an alarming way ; and before their eyes, in the 

course of two hours, the whole garden of the manse, 
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with both vegetables and soil, was driven over the 

wall and lay in shapeless ruin on the other side. 

We do not know how far the wind might take this 

loose soil when it once had it in its grip. 

We observed here a curious phenomenon. The 

hare ground had a tendency to form itself into 

peculiar shapes ; these were a few feet long, and one 

or two or less broad; this portion rose up, and a 

crack showed the boundary. It was a tendency to 

self-drainage. We observed the result of this 

action very strongly on the small island of Elfersey, 

where these risen places were covered with grass, 

and where the ruts between, instead of being mere 

cracks, as on the hare ground, were nearly as broad 

as the small grass mounds themselves. It gave the 

ground almost the appearance of a great number 

of children’s graves, and made walking over it 

very difficult. I do not quite see the cause of this, 

but suppose it has something originally to do with 

the freezing of the earth. During frost, the wet 

land, or at least the water in it, will swell, and 

cause a rising. Some part must rise, to allow room 

to swell. When the contraction takes place, the 

raised portion, rather than fall down to its old place, 
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keeps up, and now there is more room on the 

original level than is really required, so an empty 

space or rut is the result. On a second freezing 

the same places will be employed, because there the 

action is easiest, and so we have the higher mounds. 

Grass, however, seems to increase the height very 

much, and no doubt there are some other interest¬ 

ing circumstances in connection with this action. 

It may ally itself with the irregular growth of peat¬ 

mosses, which have dry places in clumps, and wet 

between. We may suppose, however, that the 

case of peat, although it may appear the same as that 

on the bare ground, is attended with more assistance 

from the vegetation, which, in sprouting up, would 

raise one portion of the ground and depress others. 

The result could only take place, if this view were 

right, on ground which was frequently very wet, as 

I suppose the Iceland fields to be. The peat-bog 

forms can begin without ice. (See Lithograph.) 

However.this may be, we saw the lake in about 

an hour and a quarter, and then went rapidly down 

the hill we had climbed, over stones that few horses 

could pass; but these Iceland ponies picked their 

steps, avoiding unsteady places with great discrimi- 
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nation, and all wet spots with delicacy. We came 

down to three or four houses near the lake, green as 

usual, and saw at the opposite end a large house 

with three gables, the sloping roofs being exceedingly 

green. The tall pointed gables among the green 

slopes had the appearance of spires, and were a 

great deception near the wild surroundings. There 

was also a house opposite us, with lower roofs 

and long windows, having an Elizabethan build in 

appearance. These houses presupposed grass, and 

that we really saw. I suppose that our eyes 

deceived us, and the distance which it reached was 

greater than we imagined. It certainly was not on 

the heights. Still we had come near a ridge of 

hills which had snow on the hollow parts, and so 

far as I could j udge by the length of our road, the 

distances were not greater than at first promised. 

At the farther end of the lake were mounds, 

apparently of oxide of iron, a dark reddish-brown, 

emitted by volcanic agency. At last we rounded 

the lake and came to a little promontory called 

Krossnes, with remains of buildings. An old Thing 

or court is said to have been held here, and booths, 

or foundations of ruined houses, were numerous, but 
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these will require careful explanation and discussion. 

The movements of the soil and vegetation had 

interfered much with everything, and everywhere 

we found that the ground on which was grass was 

rougher than with us. The day was fine, and Mr. 

Young slept quietly on the dry grass near the ruins 

part of the time, whilst I wandered from stone to 

stone with Mr. Gudmundsson and the guide. This 

speaks well for the warmth of the place, but it was 

very uncertain. Even in coming home we were 

frightened by gathering clouds, and heat seldom 

lasted many hours. Well, we have not much of 

certainty to boast of in our own country. 

Our guide was Zoga, not the famous Zoga, but 

his brother, and I do not know why this one should 

not be famous, except that he spoke little English. 

He was a fine-looking man, and a thoughtful, care¬ 

ful man—one to be respected. 

When we arrived at this peninsula on Ellida 

Yatn, Krossnes, we saw many stones lying on the 

ground, which gradually resolved themselves into 

houses and circles. Mr. Gudmundsson called the 

houses booths : this name was given to the 

houses for visitors to the out-of-the-way Things. 
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There was a circle which he called a Domring, and 

this struck me as remarkable. It was built closely, 

being in reality a wall of about five feet thick—as 

closely as houses in Iceland are now built. The 

inclosure in diameter was forty-four feet. The wall 

being firm, strong, and close, suggested the idea of 

a roof, and I do not doubt that it was intended to 

bear one. Inside of this circle, or circular building 

as we ought rather to call it, was another circle of 

the kind usually called stone circles, the stones not 

being put close to each other but in the method 

used in what are called “ Druidical circles.” Mr. 

Gudmundsson has put down five stones of this kind, 

but I thought I had counted more, and now I cannot 

verify it. Still there they are, a circle definite 
• • 

enough, and within the circle a flattish irregular 

block. This internal part is evidently put there 

as something valuable, protected by the outer part. 

The spots at a and b seemed to be concentric circles 

on the top of a rising ground, but they are not all 

very definite. That at c, however, is very definite, 

that at d is the circle built round a circle, and 

called here a domring. We must not, however, let 

the common appellation mislead us. It may have 
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been a temple, since it answers very well to the 

description of that in the Saga quoted. Or a temple 

and courts may have been together. The great 

stone in the centre would be the blood-stone, and 
% 

the curtains might be round the outer wall—the 

statues also might stand as in the one at Kjalarnes. 

There seems, however, no exact history of this, 

and until it is found we must simply compare it 

with other places, the descriptions of which we have. 

One other place, for example, which may be called 

Kjalarnes proper, under the hill Esjh, has been 

made famous by having a Saga for itself. Unless 

you read the Saga you will not see the nature of 

the interest of the place, so I give the early chapter, 

translated by the kindness of Mr. Jon A. Hjaltalin, an 

Icelander, and now busy in the Advocates’ Library. 

The great simplicity and clearness of the language 

is to be remarked. 

In the large map of Iceland this at Krossnes is 

called Kjalarnes Thing. That is judged by 

historians to be a mistake, and Dr. Maurer’s 

opinion will be given, so that a judgment of the 

state of the question may be formed. {See the 

Lithographs of Kjalarnes and Krossnes.) 
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lltli July 1872. This day was very wet to begin 

with, but when it cleared we called on Mr. Arnason, 

who turned up many volumes to find some account 

of Krossnes. However, the end of our inquiry 

was, that it would be necessary to go to Kjalarnes 

to see the whole district clearly, and learn the 

country of the Kjalarnes Saga. This Saga related 

matters which took place at Hof, at the base of the 

hill opposite Reykjavik, and called Esja. At Hof 

was the old temple spoken of in the story, and in 

Kolia Fiord Avas the Thing or court said to have 

been. So we decided to go. 

12th July. Zoga, the second in fame, was our 

guide again, hut he Avas very unwilling to leave 

his hay, which was so important for him. Hoav- 

ever, the season Avas not far advanced, and Ave 

might expect many good days, and he Avent. The 
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sea was unknown to us, so we took the cutter, a 

heavier boat than the gig, and the captain went 

with us to see all right. We had the sail up 

when its use was possible; our four rowers still 

went with us in case of need. We had a capital 

wind, and went off briskly, going round the east of 

Vithey island. We passed a Newcastle large brig, 

which had emptied its coal, and was taking in 

ballast. It came against a rock, and had a diffi¬ 

culty in knowing whether it was injured or not, 

like some of the victims of railway disasters, that 

take some time to know if they are sound in limb. 

As we rounded Vithey we were becalmed, and after 

some time moved very slowly. It was really very 

warm. On the other side we came into a very 

violent wind, somewhat cold, and the spray was 

coming in upon us. It was a squall from the hill, 

and we could scarcely reckon on the direction in 

these narrow places. The captain, however, had 

some instinctive knowledge of its course. He always 

found that, in whatever direction the wind blew, it, 

as a rule, changed when it came to a valley or a 

line, especially a double line, of coast, and ran along 

it. In this we found him wonderfully correct. 
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Short as the distance seemed to be, we had 

more than one island to round, and small bays or 

inlets, on the way to Kolia Fiord, which lies at the 

foot of Esja. On entering this little fiord there 

was at our right a mass of loose rocks forming the 

coast, and appearing to have been lately thrown 

there, as if shot out of giants’ waggons to form a great 

breakwater. We have seen something similar at 

Holyhead. At the very top of the fiord were grass 

and a farm-house. The grass again had the delicate 

hue which seemed to unite with scarcity, but 

perhaps, although we found this often true, we 

drove the opinion a little too far. The hill above 

us rose almost from the sea, and we had very little 

to walk upon. The old court and its booths had 

been swept away so thoroughly, that only a flat 

shingly beach was left, and the remains of two 

cottages, a little more removed from the sea than the 

rest. The witchcraft of Esj a, which she had 

brought from Ireland, could not have better con¬ 

cealed the place, and we could only wonder that 

men liad sought such inaccessible spots. Yet all 

along the low ground was wooded when Esj& came 

from Ireland, and it was difficult to obtain a site 

* 
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for a house. The place of the temple or hof was not 

. far off, but we did not go there, as our guide said 

that there was absolutely nothing remaining, and 

some one who went lately had exhausted the 

matter. Hof looks as if it stood on a very rough 

coast, only at times inaccessible, and we took advice 

from the uncertainty of the weather, and steered 

home. On our way we were so much becalmed that 

we were obliged to have recourse to oars, and when 

warm and sunny, as it turned out again, after a fitful 

interval, to be, we landed on Vithey to see the eggs 

of the eider duck. Here we were told they had 
4 

been so numerous on the shore only last night, that 

it was difficult to walk without breaking them. 

We saw one nest, but not an eider duck’s egg, and 

we could only wonder at the multiplying power 

of some states of the brain, and be sorry that this 

excess of numbers did not last until the eggs had 

been made useful to the owner by being sold, 

and useful to the buyer by being eaten. We 

returned, rowing nearly all the way, so changeable 

and strange were the winds and calms among 

these rocky inlets. Mr. Gudmundsson was with us, 

and took the sketch shown. 
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We had another proof of the fickleness of the 

weather. Going out on a splendid evening to the 

little island of Effersey, I had scarcely time to 

take a photograph when clouds gathered heavily, 

and we could scarcely get back to the yacht before 

we had a heavy shower and a gloomy night. Still 

the barometer was rising and promising well. We 

must now consider what light our journey has 

thrown on the Saga, but first must come the text, so 

far as it is required to illustrate the subject. 
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Chapter I. 

“ Helgi Bj<5la, tlie son of Ketill Flatnefr, took 

possession of the whole of Kjalarnes between 

Leyruvogr and Botnsa, and lived at Hof at Kjalarnes. 

He was a very good man according to the old 

religion. He was not a great worshipper, but 

quiet and gentle towards all. Helgi married Thorny, 

the daughter of Ingdlfr, at Reykjavik, who first 

settled in Iceland. Their sons were Thorgrlmr 

and Arngrhnr. They were both large men and 

strong, and the most active-looking men. Helgi 

distributed the land of which he had taken 

possession among his crew. To Thrandr he gave 

Thrandarstadir; to Eylifr, Eylffsdal; to Hsekingr, 

Hsekingsdalr; to Tindr, Tindstadir; and to every 

one he gave the place which he liked most. 
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• • 

“A man is named Orlygr, an Irishman both by 

his father and mother. Ireland was Christian at 

that time, and was ruled over by Konfogr, the king 
• • 

of the Irish. Orlygr offended the king, and then he 

went to see his kinsman, Bishop Patrick, and asked 

his advice what he should do. But he told him to 

go to Iceland, for, said he, a great number of power¬ 

ful men have gone there. But I would advise you 

to take with you three things,—consecrated earth, 

which you shall put under the corner pillar of the 

church, a mark of the cross, a plenarium and a 

consecrated iron bell. You will come to the south 

of Iceland, and then you will sail round to the west. 

A large firth goes into the country from the west, 

and far in the firth you will see three lofty moun¬ 

tains divided by valleys. You shall direct your 

course to the last mountain, where you will get a 

good harbour, and there lives a wise chief called 

Helgi Bjdla, who will receive you because he is not 

a great worshipper. He will give you a dwelling- 

place under the mountain of which I told you 

before. Build a church there, and bury your men, 

and dedicate the church to Saint Columba. Now, 
0 

farewell, said the Bishop, and take good care of 
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your faith, though you will be living among 

heathens. After that Orlygr prepared to go, and it 

is to be said of this voyage that everything went 

as the Bishop had told him. He landed in 

Therneyarsund, and went then to see Helgi Bj<51a, 

wdio received him well. Orlygr erected a farm¬ 

house and church under the mountain of which the 

Bishop had told him, and lived there afterwards to 

old age. 

Chapter II. 

“ During the latter portion of the reign of Konfogr, 

the king of the Irish; a vessel with Irishmen on 

board arrived at Leyruvagr. A man is named 

Andridr, a young man and unmarried, large and 

strong. With them (the Irishmen) was a woman, by 

name Esja, a very wealthy widow. There was 

also a man by name Kolli. Helgi received all of 

them. Kolli he placed on Kollafjordr; but as Orlygr 

was old, and without children, he gave up his land 

and farm to Esja, who took up her residence at 

Esjuberg. All these people were said to be baptized, 

yet many said that Esja knew many old tricks. 

Andridr went to spend the winter at Hof, and he 
G 

» 
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and Helgi’s sons became foster-brothers, Andridr 

asked Helgi to procure him a dwelling-place and a 

wife. He was very wealthy. At that time the 

whole of Kjalarnes was overgrown with wood, and 

those were the only clearings where the people 

cleared the place for a farm-house or a road. A 

large road went along the hill from Hof. In the 

spring Helgi and Andridr went there, and when 

they arrived at the hill, Helgi said, ‘ Andridr, here 
« 

I will give you land, and I wish you to build a 

farm-house here. It seems to me that my sons wish 

to press you.’ After that Andridr built a farm- 
# 

house across the road, and called it Brautarholt, 

because the wood was so thick that they thought it less 

trouble to build a farm-house there (i.e. on the road). 

Andridr made there a splendid farm (house). A 

man is named Thormddr, who lived in Thormddsdal. 

With him lived his sister, by name Tliuridr, avIio 

was good-looking and wealthy. Helgi wooed this 

woman for Andridr, and she was betrothed to him. 

This summer also Arndys, the daughter of Thordr 

Skeggjason, at Skeggjastadir, was betrothed to Thor 

grimr, the son of Helgi: both weddings were to take 

place together at Hof, and the guests were treated 
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with the greatest liberality. There were a great 

many people. After the wedding Tliurldr went to 

Brautarholt, and took the management of the house¬ 

hold duties; and it soon became evident that she 

was a very pushing woman. They had a large 

number of live stock, and the sheep went in the 

wood by themselves over the ness. This autumn 

Andrldr missed a dark-gray heifer, three winters 

old, which was called Mus (mouse). This heifer was 

found three winters afterwards on a ness west from 

Brautarholt, and then she had two calves, one a year 

old, another six months old. They therefore called the 

ness Musarnes. The first winter that Andrldr lived 

in Brautarholt Helgi Bjola died, and it was thought 

the greatest loss, for he was very popular. In the 

spring the brothers divided their patrimony. Thor- 

grlmr retained the paternal seat and the chieftain¬ 

ship, because he was the elder of the two, but 

Arngrlmr got the outlying farms. He began 

farming close to the fiord, and called the place 

Saurbaer. He married a woman by name Olof, 

from Borgafjordr. They had two sons, one was 

named Helgi, the other Vakr. They became brave 

men, but were not of a large stature. Thorgrxmr 
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began farming in the spring at Hof. His farm soon 

became very magnificent, as there were many 

things to support him, also friends and kinsmen. 

He became a powerful man in the district, and 

ruled over the whole all the way to Minnahraun, 

and this was called Brunndada-godord (chieftain¬ 

ship). He was called Thorgrimr Godi. He was a 

great worshipper, and built a temple on his farm, a 

hundred feet long and sixty feet broad. All the 

people were to pay a tax towards it. Thdrr was 

most worshipped there. It was made round within, 

like a skull-cap. It was hung with tapestry, and 

there were windows in it. Thdrr was standing in 

the middle, and the other gods on both sides. In 

front of Thdrr stood an altar finely made, and 

covered on the top with iron. There was to be the 

fire which should never go out; we call that conse¬ 

crated fire. On that altar a large ring made of 

silver was lying. The temple priest wore it on his 

hand at all public meetings. By it all people were 

to swear on giving evidence. On that altar there 

stood a large bowl of copper, into which the blood 

of cattle or men, sacrificed to Thdrr, was to be 

poured. This they called Hlautbolli (blood-bowl). 
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From this bowl men and cattle which were sacri¬ 

ficed and feasted on were to be besprinkled when 

there were sacrificing-feasts. But the men who 

were sacrificed were thrown down into a pool close 

to the door.'5'' This they called Bldtkelda. The cross 
«/ 

beams which were in this temple were put in the 

hall at Hof when Olafr built it. He had them all 

split, yet they were thick enough. Thorgrimr insti¬ 

tuted a spring meeting at Kjalarnes, close by the 

sea, and the ruins of the booths may still be seen. 

All minor matters were to be decided there, and 

only such cases were to be brought to the Althing 

as could not be decided or compromised here. 

Thorgrimr and Arndys had a son, by name Thor- 

steinn. He was soon a very violent man, and con- 
\ 

sidered everything low beside himself. Kolli lived 

in Kollafjordr, as has been said before. He married 

a woman, by name Thorgerdr, the daughter of 

Eylifr in Eylifsdal. They had a daughter, by name 

Olof, and her beauty became a common talk. She 

was therefore called Olof the beautiful. 

* That is, the cattle were eaten and the men thrown into a 

pool. Human remains, therefore, do not prove regular burial. 
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Chapter III. 

“ When Andridr and liis wife had lived some winters 

at Brautarholt they had a son, who was poured over 

with water, and called Bui. He greatly surpassed 

other young men, was larger and stronger, and finer 

to look at. Esja lived at Esjuberg, as has been 

said before. She offered to foster Bui, the son of 

Andridr, and he grew up with her. He was called 

somewhat wayward in his youth; he would never 

worship, and said it was not manly to bend knees 

to such things. He would not carry a weapon but 

a sling, which he tied round himself. There was a 

woman, by name Thorgerdr, who lived at Vatn, 

which was afterwards called Ellida Vatn. A son of 

hers, by name Kolvidr. (coalwood), grew up with 

her : he was soon a large man with black hair, and 

ugly. He laid himself down in the kitchen and 

gnawed the bark of wood, and took care of his 

mother’s cattle. Thorgerdr was very sorry for this, 

yet Kolvidr had his way. Thorgrimr took much 

notice of those men who would not worship, and 

they were severely treated by him. He and his son 

Thorstcinn spake threateningly concerning Bui, as he 
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would not worship, and called him the dog Bui. 

Bui was then twelve winters old, and Thorsteinn 

eighteen. Thorsteinn summoned Bui to Kjalarnes 

Thing for heresy (wrong faith), for which the 

penalty should be outlawry. Thorsteinn carried 

out the case, and Bui became an outlaw. Bui 

pretended not to know of it, and went about as 

before. He went frequently to Brautarholt to see 

his father and mother, and still he did so. From 

all this, great coldness arose between the people. 

Once in the spring Bui it is said went to Brautarholt: 

he always went alone, and did not carry more 

weapons than before. He had his sling tied round 

himself. Thorsteinn saw where Bui went, and 

recognised him; then he went to his father and 

said, * How long is this to go on, father ? that the 

dog whom I made an outlaw last summer shall pass 

the farm here in full liberty as if we had no charge 

against him ? I think if your neighbours are 

suffered to do this that others will not think much 

of breaking your commands, and will care nothing 

for what we say.’ Thorgrimr said, ‘ There is much 

in what you say, but what will you do now V 

Thorsteinn replied, ‘ It is a plain thing' to me; I wish 
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you to give me men, and I will slay Bui when he goes 

home, because I think it will be a long time till his 

father offers to make a compensation for him.’ 

Bather and son agreed about this, and they kept 

watch when Bui went home. Bui stayed some 

nights at Brautarholt, and when he prepared to go 

home his mother Thuridr came to him and said, 

‘ I wish, my son, you would not go so incautiously; 

I am told that Tliorsteinn has been threatening you ; 

I wish you would take with you at least two men, 

and carry some weapons.’ Bui replied, ‘ It is my 

duty to do your will, but it will he difficult for my 

foster mother to keep more such as I am ; but as to 

Tliorsteinn and me, it is difficult to see which of us 

will be able to tell the news even if he has a larger 

attendance, and this time I shall go as 1 intended.’ 

Then Bui went his way along the sea-shore, and 

Tliorsteinn became aware of it. He and eleven 

others took their weapons. When Bui saw the 

pursuit he was on a hill, and there he stopped and 

gathered together some stones. Tliorsteinn and his 

men ran over a brook, when they heard the sound 

of Bui’s sling, and a stone soon hit one of Thorsteinn’s 

men on the breast and killed him on the spot. Bui 
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sent some more stones, and killed a man with each. 

Then they were close to him, and he left the hill and 

walked down on the opposite side. An eminence 

separated them, and at the same time darkness fell 

on, and they could not see farther than their toes. 

Thorsteinn said, ‘ Here is a heavy rope to pull when 

we have to fight against a dog and a witch, and let 

us return this time; but I should wish that I and 

Bui should meet in such a way another time, that we 

could not both of us tell the news.’ Then they 

turned back, carrying the men with them, and were 

very badly satisfied with their trip. It was also 

the talk of people that they had succeeded very 

poorly. 

Chapter IV. 

“ Bui now went home, and Esja, his foster-mother, 

was at- the door, and saluted him, and he received 
\ 

her greeting well. Esja said, ‘Did you not think 

a while ago that you had too few men?’ Bui 

said, ‘More were not wanted.’ Esja said, ‘You 

were not quite alone in the play. ’ Bui said, 

‘I am glad to enjoy good assistance.’ Esja said, 
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‘ Do you not think you will be tired of Thor- 

steinn’s pursuit V Bui said, ‘ That would be known 

if I could expect any assistance.’ Esja said, ‘ One 

must often venture many things.’ Thus the talk 

ended, and the whiter passed on. Late one evening 

Bui went to Brautarholt, and spent the night there. 

In the morning, before daybreak, he was up, and 

turned to the east of the hill. He could clearly see 

the farm-house at Hof. The sky was clear and 

bright. He saw a man dressed in linen clothes only 

come out of the house at Hof. He turned to the 

gate and walked along the road to the temple. Bui 

thought he recognised Thorsteinn, and went to the 

temple, and when he came there he saw that the 

yard and the temple were not shut. Bui went into 

the temple, and saw that Thorsteinn lay down on his 

face before Thorr. Bui went slowly up to him, and 

took hold of him in this way : one hand he placed 

under his knees and the other under his shoulders, 

and lifted him up and drove his head down on a 

stone so hard that the brain was scattered about 

the floor, and he died instantly. Bui carried him 

out of the temple and threw him into the yard. 
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Then he turned back into the temple, and took the 

consecrated fire and made it burn up. Then he 

earned it about the temple, and set fire to the 

tapestry, and the flames spread rapidly from one to 

another, and in a short time the whole of the 

temple was in flames. Then Bui went out, locked 

the temple and the yard, and flung the keys into 

the flames; then he went his way. Thorgrlmr 

awoke in the morning and looked out, and perceived 

the flames in the temple. He called on his servants, 

both men and women, to bring pails of water and 

save the temple. He also called his son Thorsteinn, 

and he was nowhere to be found. When they came 

to the yard-gate they could not easily get through 

as it was locked, and the temple as well, but they 

could not find the keys anywhere. They had to 

break the gate open, because the wall was so high 

that it was impossible to get over it anywhere. 

When they had broken open the gate and were 

inside the yard, they saw Thorsteinn lying dead. 

The temple was locked, and nothing could be saved 

that was within. Then they made hooks, and at 

last the temple was pulled to pieces, and thereby 
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some of the timbers were saved. Now it is to be 

told of Bui that he came to a farm called Hdlar, and 

declared himself to be the slayer of Thorsteinn,* and 

then he went home. Esja was in the west side of 

the farm, and saluted Bui, who received her greeting 

well. She said, ‘ Have you been chased by Thor- 

steinn this morning, or have you now thought of my 

egging ? ’ Bui said he would not deny that the 

Hof people might think they had suffered some loss. 

Esja said, ‘Have you declared the killing?’ He 

said he had done so. Esja said, ‘ I am not power¬ 

ful enough to keep you here without hiding, because 

I know Tliorgrlmr will be here to-day.’ Bui said, ‘ I 

suppose you had better do as you like.’ Then they 

walked from the farm up to the mountain and 

• across the river; then they went up a narrow path 

to a peak called Laugar-gnipa (Bath-peak) ; there 

they came upon a fine cave, there was a beautiful 

room, and under it was a brook. In the cave there 

were provisions, drink, and clothing. Esja said, 

‘You will have to be here for a while;’ and Bui 

* If a man told witliin the next three farms that he slew a man, 

it was a homicide, otherwise it was a murder. 
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said he would do so. Esja went home, and made 

fires in the house with wet sweepings, which made 

a great deal of smoke.” Here the scene changes. 

I 

The Saga tells of a temple and a court at 

Kjalarnes, hut from all I can make out there seems . 

to have been a little confusion, and some people 

have held that at Krossnes to be the one described. 

However, it does not answer to the situation well, 

although the region is also called Kjalarnes I am told, 

including both sides of the bay. The word is sup¬ 

posed to come from the Icelandic for keel, which is 

nearly our own, and the word nes, which with us 

becomes ness, and in Gaelic, nish. It is then, if 

this is correct, the land where the first keel rested. 

Krossnes is not on the sea-shore. 

Krossnes deserves fuller examination, both his¬ 

torically, and practically by digging; but one 

interest I obtain from it clearly :—The open circle 

was held important and used for important occasions, 

. not merely for burying, and was considered suffi¬ 

ciently valuable to be surrounded with a close thick 

wall. The stone in the centre accords with the 
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description in the Eyrbyggja Saga of a circuius 

concessus judicialis, in which men were sacrificed. 

This passage has often been quoted. I discuss this 

more fully in a paper to a Society. It was the 

sight of Krossnes that made us desire to go to 

Kjalarnes proper, where, however, nothing was found 

but the remains of a couple of booths or cottages, 

although the names try to attest the importance 

of the spot in old times, and explain the incidents 

of the Saga. The supposed site is now a shingle 

on the shore; nothing but rolled pebbles are seen, 

except on a small grassy part, not quite reached by 

the sea. This is said to be the Thingstead. The 

temple station at Hof we did not visit. Strange, we 

could not find any one who had ever been at either 

place except the guide. We see the long hill of 

Esja black where not covered with snow, and we 

imagine the Avild witch woman, Christian in name, 

but half Pagan, yet human and Avomanly, adopting 

a youth of the place and defending him with her 

mysterious poAvers; and we imagine on the uoav 

black and treeless coast the discussions on religion 

and the severe persecution that began on the free- 
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thinking boy. We see also the Scandinavian 

violence and self-will a common beginning of a 

great nation. Such nations do not rise from 

sneaks.* 

* I must leave others to make out who built this very 

elaborate collection of circles and booths at Ellida Vatn. A great 

public spot it certainly was, and one only wonders that it lias been 

so little observed. It cannot, however, claim to be Kjalames, I am 

told, and so leaves a little mystery. 
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I did not intend to say much about Krossnes, but 

as the short paper I read concerning it may not he 

printed this year, I shall expand the account of it a 

little. The question is, first, Was this Kjalarnes 

Thing as put on the map ? Professor Maurer, who 

knows more of such subjects than any other person 

of whom I have heard, and who is the undoubted 

first authority, says that it could not be so, but 

that Kjalarnes must have been under Esja. The 

account of the temple being at Hof seems to render 

this part clear, and the Thingstead being at the sea¬ 

side. I shall give his letter, written from Munich, 

28th November 1872 :— 

“ I have just received your letter of the 25th 

inst., and hasten to reply, as I know how disagree¬ 

able it is to be troubled with doubts such as those 

that press upon you. Now, as the point you wish 
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solved is clear, I believe I can do it with consider¬ 

able certainty. 

“Kjalarnes is, and in old times was, only that 

piece of land which lies north of Reykjavik, on the 

southern and western slopes of Esja. Whether 

originally it included only a smaller part of this 

district—namely, a single promontory—I leave for 

the present. Not only the Kjalnesinga Saga, but 

the Islendinga-b6k and the Landnama, the most 

trustworthy sources of the history of Iceland, tell us 

of the Kj alarnesthing, but the accounts certainly do 

not agree. According to the Islendinga-bbk and 

Landnama-bbk, Thorsteinn established a ‘ Thing a 

Kjalarnesi,’ and Helgi Bjola is mentioned as coad¬ 

jutor living at Hof, then Orlygr the old, living at 

Esjuberg. Accordingly, Thorsteinn, as well as his 

father Ingdlfr, and his son Thorkell Mani, dwelt at 

Reykjavik, and these two last chiefs dwelt in the 

Kjalarnes district, and there is no reason for doubt¬ 

ing the assertion that the Thing was established at 

Kj alarnes. 

“The Kjalnesinga Saga, on the other hand, says 

that the Thing was established by Thorgrimr, and 

differs so far from the above, if indeed one 
♦ 

H 
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may not refer to some later recollections which 

might become necessary when their Go dor d, as 

allsherjargodord (or overseership of the court), was 

transferred to Thingvellir ; but even this Saga sets 

up the court at Kjalarnes; and when it is 

added, ‘ suclr vid sjoinn,’ that is explained from the 

foregoing discussion, where it was said that south¬ 

wards from this temple, in the direction towards 

the sea, the Thing was set up. 

“ Not the slightest trace is found in the old writers 

of anything to tell us that the Kjalarnestliing was 

elsewhere than in this place, and its name would be 

unintelligible if it were not so. Up to the latest 

time no one has doubted this, and the very learned 

Yice-logmadr Eggert Olaffsson, in his and Bjarni 

Palsson’s Travels in Iceland (S. Ill), speak of 

the Thingstead at Hof in Kjalarnes as a settled 

matter (1752-57, Resp. 1772). The known poet 

Jdnas Hallgrimsson (who worked at a descrip¬ 

tion of Iceland never published) first took the 

idea that the Kjalarnes Thing might have been 

held at Ellida Yatn, because he found there so 

many booth walls. Perhaps he was influenced by 

the belief that the Thingstead ought to be found 
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nearer to the Reykjavikians. This I was told when 

in Iceland, if I am not mistaken, by Bjarni Tkor- 

steinson. Gisli Brynjulfsson says the same also in 

his rather uncritical essay, ‘ Um godord i fornold og 

bfidaskipunaThingvollum, NyFelagsrit’ (ill,S.38). 

“ On this mere fancy of a man who died within 

a few years of this, rests all that has been said of 

the Thingsteads at Ellida Yatn. 

It is true that we cannot find at Kjalames the 

remains of the Thingstead, but, in my opinion, this 

is not of consequence, as the walls would easily sink 

in the abundant swampy ground, or if near the sea 

would be easily washed away. 

“ This is what I can tell you on the foundation of 

the old sources, so far as my knowledge goes, and 

from observation of the localities and inquiries made 

at the spot. You will understand, therefore, that, 

under these circumstances, I consider it hopeless to 

look at Ellida Vatn for a temple or Domring.—Ihr 

ergebenster, K. Maurer. 

“ P.S.—I mention also expressly that the name 

Kjalames Thing, as it stands on Bjorn Gunnlaugs- 

son’s map of Iceland, is taken from Jonas Hall- 

grimsson’s conjecture.” 
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Jdnas Hallgrlmsson, who has been alluded to, 

left a MS., which is now in Copenhagen. Through 

the mediation of Mr. Hj altalin, I have received from 

Mr. Jon Sigurdsson, President of the Althing and 

of the Icelandic Literary Society, and who resides 

at Copenhagen, the following extracts from Hall- 

grimsson's diary:— 

Diary of Jonas Hallgrimsson, 1841. 

(From his Autograph) 

1.—Thingnes in Ellida Vatn. 

“ Last winter, when I began in earnest to inquire 

where the old Kjalarnes Thing had been, there was 

no one who could give me information about it; 

people said, indeed, that there were remains of a 

Thingstead somewhere on the Kjalarnes to the west 

of the farm M<5ar, near the sea-shore, hut that no 

ruins of booths were to he seen there. Besides, he 

it remarked, the place is called Leidvollr (plain of 

the Leid), or the district meeting after the Althing. 

This naturally brought me to think that the Kjalne- 

singar had indeed in their time held the yearly 

Leidar Thing on this spot, hut that it was not 

therefore decided that a district Thing or court of 
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meeting ever had been there. About the same time 

I learned that at Ellida Yatn—an inland lake full 

of fish, situated above the Seltjamarnes, on the old 

boundaries of Kjdsarsysla and Gullbringusysla, and 

in the centre of the district Kjalarnes Thing—there 

were to be found many and important ruins on a 

ness going into the above-mentioned lake, half-way • 

between the farms Vatnsendi and Yatn. After pre¬ 

vious inquiry I went from Reykjavik to this place 

on the evening of the 20th of June, as I intended 

the next day to do there some digging, hoping by 

such means to attain some result with respect to the 

early purpose, of the ruins. Next morning, the 21st 

of June, I began the work, assisted by four hired 

labourers, my attendant, and a couple of friends— 

eight in all. The owner of the ground, Jon Jdnsson 

of Vatn, was present himself, and gave me permis¬ 

sion to dig where and how I liked, limited only by 

the reasonable condition that he himself should be 

at liberty to dispose of what might be found of 

antiquities. There was therefore nothing to hinder 

good progress of the work in proportion to the 

small powers at my disposal. 

“ The first place dug up was a ruin, apparently an 
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old booth, and indeed one of the largest I remember 

to have seen at any Thingstead in Iceland. Its 

dimensions were as follow :— 
* 

Length . . .32 feet. 

Breadth, the lower end 14 „ | Both measured 

Upper . . 13 „ ) inside. 

Thickness of walls about 6 „ 

It was built of good, partly selected, but rough, 

stones. The entrance at the lower end on the 

middle of the cross wall about 3 feet. 

“ From the quantity of stones fallen down, the 

height of the walls may be concluded to have been 

about 3 ells or 6 feet. The inside area of this ruin 

is therefore somewhere above 100 square ells. It is 

at least the broadest booth that is to be found at 

any of the old Thingsteads of Iceland. I say booth, 

for so it is without any doubt. The digging has 

shown to demonstration that it has not been any 

building intended for animals. I took with me 

specimens of the hard, trodden-down crust of the 

floor, which will prove this assertion. 

“ Then the work was begun immediately on the 

north-west side of the ruins, on an elevated spot (poll), 

i 

i 
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where there was a heap of stones of such a shape as 

to induce one to believe that it was the work of man. 

By joint efforts large stones were removed, hut this 

toilsome labour led to no results. From here the 

work was removed to the most remarkable spot on 

the Thingnes—a circle of stones, the court ring. It 

must have been a nearly accurate circle, as its ruins 

are still round, and the diameters from east to west 

and from north to south are about equal, being 43 feet. 

At the bottom the wall has been 2 ells (4 feet) broad, 

and, to judge from the quantity of stones fallen 

down, of about the same height, or, in other words, 

they have reached a man of middle stature to the 

breast. This was also the most proper height, in 

order that the wall, without being easily jumped 

over, should not obstruct (the sight of) the public, 

whom we can fancy standing round the circle, and 

leaning with their arms on the holy hedge (sic), 

within which laws were read (aloud), and public 

affairs promulgated, and judgments pronounced in 

many cases, in which all present took a lively in¬ 

terest. It may be remarked that this court-ring is 

contiguous to two booths, so that the above-men¬ 

tioned ruin which we dug up forms a part of the 
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north side of the ring, while the side walls of three 

united ruins enclose it on the south-east side. In 

the centre of the court-ring there is a heap of stones 

which cannot have come from the surrounding walls. 

Its purpose is uncertain, and will remain so until a 

complete and careful digging can be made. By the 

attempts made about one-tliird of an inner, stone 

circle has appeared, which seems to indicate that the 
6 

circle has been complete in olden times, and was 

then probably the seat of the judge. 

“ Then, at the request of the landowner, the upper¬ 

most ruin, a little above those described above, was 

dug out. We were not successful in finding anti¬ 

quities ; the only thing found was a small sharp- 

edged basaltic stone, which certainly does not belong 

to the basaltic masses of the neighbourhood. 

“ Besides the work already mentioned, some other 

ruins were hastily examined in order, if possible, to • 

discover a fireplace, but without success. A careful 

digging up of the ground next to the largest booth 

(‘ Budarhladid/ [the booth-yard]) did not lead to the 

wished-for results. It was thought probable that 

something of the sweepings from the booth might 

have contained an article about which the former 
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inhabitants were indifferent, while I myself, under 

the present circumstances, would have received it 

with eagerness, as a proof of the correctness of my 

subjective conviction. One thing, however, has been 

completely and abundantly disproved by this work 

—viz., the possible use of these ruins for stables, or 

at any rate for night quarters for sheep or cattle—for 

it is well known throughout Iceland that no such 

house does exist without a dunghill (‘ haugur ’) 

immediately before the door or the entrance, but no 

vestiges of such were to be discovered. 

“ Altogether, the ruins are about twenty, and the 

above-mentioned stone circle besides. What could 

their purpose have been ? Their number, shape, the 

quality of the floor, etc., all indicate that they must 

have been the abode of many men. The situation 

of the place, the name Thingnes, the stone circle, 

etc., seem further to indicate that in its time it has 

been a Thingstead. On the other hand, it will be 

difficult to show any other probable or reasonable 

purpose which these ruins served. But if it has 

been a Thingstead, it must have been an important 

one, and probably no less than a considerable dis¬ 

trict Thing; it will not be possible in the whole of 
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Iceland to show such ruins where the district Things 

were held formerly, “ Thingey in Skjdlfandajijot 

alone excepted. Now there was not in the whole 

district any district Thing except Kjalarnes Thing, 

the conclusion therefore is : Kjalarnesthing has been 

held sooner or later, 'perhaps always, in Thingnes at 

Ellidavatn. 

“ I very much regret, that, through the want of 

the most simple instruments, I did not see myself 

able to make a little map of this remarkable place. 

Continual rain throughout the afternoon also pre¬ 

vented me from making a preliminary sketch. 

“ The owner is willing to undertake, or cause to 

be undertaken, further explorations, if the necessary 

expenses are paid by some one.” 

In another document he says, “ One ruin has 

already been dug up. From that it appears to 

demonstration, that it has not at any time been a 

sheep-pen or in any way a building intended for 

animals. I took with me specimens of the down¬ 

trodden floor, which will prove my assertion. What 

then could eighteen to twenty enclosures (Tomt, Icel. 

T<5pt, is a building consisting of walls only, without 

a roof) have been intended for, standing in an out- 
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field, where it can be proved there never was a farm 

(baer); further on a ness, going out into a lake full 

of fish, and this ness is called, even to-day, ‘ Thing¬ 

ness/ and has been called so from time immemorial 1 

No one who has seen the older Thingsteads of Ice¬ 

land will doubt that these ruins are booths (dwelling- 

places for those who frequented the Thing, over 

which there used to be stretched a tent, or a roof of 

wadmel). But why so many and so large ? It must 

have been a district Thing, and then undeniably 

just Kjalarnes Thing, as no other district Thing was 

ever held in the whole of this district. 

“ Then the work was begun immediately at the 

north-west side of the ruins, on an elevated spot, 

where there was a heap of stones, which seemed 

likely to be a cairn. A row of stones about twenty 

feet long and vestiges of a side wall led us to believe 

that the whole was the work of men. By joint 

efforts large stones were removed, but this toilsome 

labour led to no result. Such places require great 

labour. With some hesitation I concur in the 

opinion of parish-director Jbn and Hr. Hakonsen, that 

this deceiving heap of stones was possibly produced 

by the frost from one year to another. The stone is 
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‘Dolerit’ (the newer lava found in ravines). From 

want of time and labour this work could not be 

continued. As I do not venture to expend any of my 

Natural-History stipend for antiquarian researches, 

I must trust to the assistance of some friends, 

which, however, must be procured by asking.” 

Johnsen’s Jardatal, bis. 94. 214 Ellidavatn. . . 

“ Here a sheep-farm (schaeferi) was established 

in 1758. It was formerly a king’s farm (from the 

monastery of Videy”). 

What can I now say 1 When I went to Iceland 

I do not know that I ever heard of Ellida Yatn; cer¬ 

tainly never of a court or temple there, and I had no 

knowledge of one at Kjalarnes, except what I have 

seen noted, that it was the same name as Callernish, 

in Lews. However, when taken to the spot I was 

naturally struck with the sight. There were what 

appeared remains of several stone circles, and cer¬ 

tainly remains of many booths. The booths might 

have been for cattle, so far as I could see, but the 

stone circles could not be. Now, I grant that some 

of the ch’cles were much broken down, but I also 

say that in more than one case no imagination was 
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wanted to see them, and in one case it was very 

remarkable indeed. There was a broad wall enclos¬ 

ing a stone circle, and in the middle of the stone 

circle was, as mentioned, a large, flattish stone. Had 

any one seen these things there would have been no 

satisfaction in explaining the appearance by any¬ 

thing relating to cattle. I think Dr. Maurer could 

not have seen the part I allude to. I do not say 

that he would have changed his opinion from 

historical data, but I think he would have been 

satisfied that something apparently neglected 

by history had existed here. Mr. Gudmunds- 

son made, quite unknown to me, a drawing of 

the place, and one sees how many circles he has 

put. I am glad it is made by another hand and 

not mine. These things could not have been un¬ 

covered when the place was examined, or is it the 

same place at all ? The remarkable circular wall 

must strike every one. I have made a sketch sepa¬ 

rately of it, and yet I depend on Mr. Gudmundsson 

for the number of stones in the centre circle, which 

belongs to the so-called Druidical class. For abso¬ 

lute accuracy I look to another drawing not yet ready. 

We went, as said, to Kolia Fiord to see the spot 
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where the Kjalarnes Thing is said to have been, but 

it is washed away, except two relics, as the sketch 

shows. It is by no means certain that we went to 

the proper spot. The sketch made by Mr. Gud- 

mundsson will show the long line of shingle where 

the Thing is supposed to have stood, and the two 

poor enclosures, remaining. It certainly is more to 

the east of Hof, although somewhat south. 

Having shown the above to Mr. Jbn A. Hjal- 

talin, himself an Icelandic scholar and Icelander, he 

has added the following, which must be considered 

of high value :— 

“ To my mind the strongest proof of there having 

been a Thing at Ellidavatn lies in the name Thing- 

nes. We have in Iceland a great many local names 

composed of Thing—e.g., Thing-eyrar, Thing-vellir, 

Thing-skali, etc.-—and we know that in all such 

places Things were held at one time or another. If 

a Thing had never been held at the Thingnes in 

question, it would be the only exception. 

“ The evidence of the Sagas against Thingnes as 

a Thingstead does not appear to me in any way con¬ 

clusive ; and if it was a Thingstead at all, it was that 

of Kj alarnes Thing. 
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“ In order to make the following remarks clearer, 

it is perhaps not unnecessary to observe that a 

Thing means in Icelandic (1.) an assembly, gather¬ 

ing, meeting; (2.) a district or county over which 

the authority or jurisdiction of such an assembly 
£ 

extends. Thus Kjalarnes Thing may be (a) an 

assembly, meeting at Kjalarnes; (b) an assembly 

for the county of Kjalarnes, meeting anywhere 

within the boundaries of the district or county over 

which the jurisdiction of this assembly extended; 

(c) the county of Kjalarnes. The Kjalarnes Thing in 

the last sense extended much further than the penin¬ 

sula of Kjalarnes. 

“ The Icelandic Sagas which mention Kj alames 

Thing are—the Islendinga-b<5k, the Landnama-bok, 

and the Kj alnesinga Saga. Even in these it is men¬ 

tioned only in a very brief manner. Their state¬ 

ments do not at all disprove a supposition which to 

me seems a probable one—viz. that the Kjalarnes 

Thing might actually have been at Ellidavatn, and 

afterwards removed to Kjalarnes. 

“ The Islendinga-b<5k was not written till late in 

the 11th century, or early in the 12th. If we 

suppose the Thingstead was removed to Kjalarnes 
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shortly after the establishment of the Althing (92S), 

we can easily imagine the author talking of the 

locality of the Thing as it was in his days, without 

mentioning its former removal, especially when we 

remember that the copy of the Islendinga-bdk 

handed down to us is, according to several trust¬ 

worthy authorities, only a condensed epitome of a 

larger work.' Besides, the author may have been 

misled by the name Kjalarnes Thing (the county 

of Kjalarnes), and taken it for granted that the 

Thingstead must have been at Kjalarnes, because 

the county was so called, as, for instance, the county 

of Thdrsnes was called Thorsnes Thing, because the 

Thingstead was at Thdrsnes. This may also account 

for the fact that Icelandic scholars, with the excep¬ 

tion of Jdnas Hallgrimsson, have always taken it for 

granted that the Thingstead was at Kjalarnes, and 

never troubled themselves about the place at Ellida- 

vatn. 

“ The Landnama-bdk is of much later date, and 

its statement about Kjalarnes Thing is a mere 

repetition of Islendinga-bdk. 

“Kjalnesinga Saga is the latest of all; and we 

cannot wonder if its author was not acquainted Avith 
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the Thingstead at Ellidavatn, even though it had 

been there originally. J<5n A. Hjaltalin.” 

Now you have all the facts and opinions. I 

cannot explain Icelandic history, and it remains to 

be seen if Icelandic history will explain these ruins. 

I can only describe them, adding analogies. In 

their entirety they have not been described before, 

and, had I known the difficulties at the time, I should 

have examined further; however, I expect to make 

the matter a little clearer some day. 

At present I can only say that stone circles of 

the so-called Druidical kind were made in Iceland, 

however late the time, and that one has been con¬ 

sidered as so important that it has been surrounded 

by a thick stone wall. This wall, which Hallgrimsson 

calls a stone circle, 43 feet in diameter, has the stone 

circle, properly so called, within it. He does not 

seem to have been acquainted with circles, and has 

not noticed fully the centre one, which, it appears, 

was in his time only partly uncovered. 

The Domring was the circle in which the 

court was held. This ring is called a Domring at 

Reykjavik, but that of course is to be settled. I 
i 
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am not at all sure that the artist has put it in the 

proper place, because I dare say he was in a hurry, 

but expect a more exact plan from him soon. 

Cleasby and Vigfusson’s Icelandic Dictionary has 

the following:—“Ddmhringr—doom-ring, judgment¬ 

ring (c.p. also ve-bond, the sacred bounds or bar). 

The courts of heathen times were surrounded by 

the Domhringr, about a bowshot from the centre, 

where the benches were placed. No evil-doer might 

enter this hallowed ring, or commit any act of 

violence within it. In early heathen times this 

sacred circle was formed by a ring of stones (c.p. 

ddm-steirar). No doubt some of the so-called Celtic 

or Druidical stone circles are relics of these public 

courts.” 

The opinion has been gaining ground that the 

circles are only burying-places. I believe that the 

one in question could not have been so. (Further 

discussion in a paper read to the Society of Anti¬ 

quaries) . 

I must mention particularly that a more com¬ 

plete plan is getting ready. 

* 



TEA, ALCOHOL, FOGS, etc. 

On Saturday the 13th we had a very fine day, the 

warmest of all. Mr. Jon Gudmundsson, the editor 

of the newspaper, said it was 14° Reaumur or 

nearly 65° Fahr. People were pulling off their 

coats and feeling it very hot. Mr. J. Gudmunds¬ 

son and his wife and niece showed us some fine speci¬ 

mens of Icelandic dresses—gold-embroidered cloth 

gowns and silver-gilt Avaist-bands and buttons, also 

a velvet cloak bound Avith ermine, with a clasp on 

each side about two inches in diameter, having in 

relief a crucifixion in the centre. This clasp be¬ 

longed to the seventeenth century. 

Took a few photographs, but spoilt several by 

giving too little light. One that got two minutes 

for near objects did pretty Avell, but took a long 

time to develop. It would have been better to have 

given all of them five minutes, as I Avas told by 
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Mr. Atherton when I returned. The plates were 

dry, prepared by Mr. Atherton of Manchester, and 

developed by him. We therefore had a very small 

part of the duty to perform. 

"When some of us were away at Kolia Fiord, and 

the others at the Geysers, the sailors determined also 

to have their spree on shore. They of course first 

went for spirit, a rough Danish species, and then 

they determined, like other travellers, to have a pony 

each. I fear they rather caused themselves to he 

remembered as not highly dignified. Some people 

told us with a laugh of their eccentric ridings, but 

some looked grave, as if their doings had been more 

than to laugh at. I believe the men were about the 

best of the class, and would not go far wrong. But 

Mr. Arnason was obliged to consider to which of 

them he could entrust a letter for Mr. Young, invit¬ 

ing us to spend next evening with a very pleasant 

family. Next day came, but we had sent no answer, 
4 

and Mr. Arnason asked why. Mr. Young had 

never received the letter. However, Mr. A. knew 

what was in it, as he had written it in English him¬ 

self. Big Dick was the culprit, who was now 

called. “ Why did you not deliver that letter ? ” “ It 
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is in the yacht; I forgot it.” “ Go for it,” and he 

went. He came hack with a most woeful look. “ I 

couldna fin’ it at a’ at a’. I put it in my pocket, and 

it is not there ; I couldna fin’ it.” Poor Dick! he 

had looked the most sober, he found the letter at 

night still in his pocket, but fortunately we had 

seen our friends and enjoyed the Icelandic society. 

After tea it was proposed that we should walk 

out and see the Icelandic ladies on the promenade. 

AVe walked out and saw the promenade, but not any 

ladies beyond those that were with us and invited 

us. It had been our warmest day, and now we had 

our densest fog. It was not like a fog, but like dust, 

and one of the ladies said, “ Let us cross the street out 

of the way of the dust.” It came from the lake and 

the sea equally, and signalised itself by the greatness 

of the particles, of which it was, at least in part, com¬ 

posed—drops of water. This was a remarkable pheno¬ 

menon, at least to us, and I think to those in the town. 

The fog rolled down the streets like woolly clouds 

of a coarse structure, or like fine dust, and we 

imagined a house on fire, and various other things, 

but the temperature and the abundance soon con¬ 

vinced us that it was natural. It came from the little 
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lake or pond close to the town, a place not looking 

very clean, and which the inhabitants are somewhat 

afraid of lest it should produce miasm. But wre need 

not be much afraid of miasm in Iceland. Still this 

fog did not all come from the cleanest of spots, 

although in our towns it would scarcely be con¬ 

sidered dirty water even at the edge, the only sus¬ 

picious part. When the fog had reached across the 

main street it met another of exactly the same kind, 

coming from the sea-shore. These were so heavy 

that they rolled onwards, or rather flowed onwards, 

like water, and this motion was apparent as soon 

as they had risen a few feet. The chimney-tops 

were not all covered, so that the depth was not 

great, and the whole did not last much above an 

hour. We saw the progress easily as we walked up 

to the little observatory on the hill east of the 

town, a simple tower put up in honour of a former 

Amtmann, and also to serve as an object to walk 

to. We examined the vapour with a small magni¬ 

fier, and did not find any difficulty in seeing the 

globes of liquid moving onwards, and always with a 

tendency downwards. They had, so far as would 

appear, a diameter of from to of an inch. 
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It was at once asked, Are these vesicular ? we can 

now see if Halley and Kratzenstein are right. But 

no, they were not vesicular, they were concrete, as 

Horace de Saussure would say. They looked trans¬ 

parent and watery, as they actually were. 

Kratzenstein made the clouds keep up by 

reason of their vesicularity, and calculated the 

diameter of the vesicles to be ten or twelve times 

greater than that of a hair, or one 3600th part of 

an inch in diameter. He took a hair to be a 300th 

part. He took the film to be the 20,000th part of 

nn inch in thickness. 

In Kaemtz’s Meteorology we have the size of 

the vesicles for every month of the year given— 

namely, from 0-01402 in August, to 0'03498 

millimetre in February. These measurements were 

made in Central Germany and Switzerland. We 

may take this to be true for particles, keeping 

ourselves free of the vesicular theory till it receives 

some foundation. Saussure held that some fogs 

were vesicular, and some concrete, and he gives a 

few methods of seeing the vesicles. They rise from 

warm liquids, and are especially visible over dark 

ones. They are also seen, as Kratzenstein thought, 
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on lowering the pressure of air in a glass globe with 

moisture in it. Points are easily seen, but the 

globules there are by no means to be compared to 

the great liquid spheres in this Icelandic fog. I am 

sorry I did not take the temperature of the water; 

that of the air was 54° F., or 12'2° Cent. 

Wandering about the little town, we went into 

the small public-house or inn, with but little accom¬ 

modation. Up the ladder-like stair was a small 

comfortable room with two lattice (I think) win¬ 

dows, one of them open. The sun was shining into 

the room, which was actually hot, unpleasantly hot. 

We there met a Yorkshireman, who said he had 

bought the house, and intended to enlarge it for 

travellers, keeping too about a hundred horses 

for them. (At present many private persons lodge 

strangers.) He had come yearly for a dozen 

years, and was this year taking back twelve 

hundred horses besides sheep. Sheep had never 

been successfully exported. One ship-load was 

landed dead at Granton ; but what could we ex¬ 

pect, Avhen they were taken away in November? 

At the same time November was not always rough, 

and he himself had left Iceland only a short time 
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before Christmas. He intended to obtain sheep from 

Skaga in the north, 'where many are kept. Eya- 

fiord, he said, was the richest part of Iceland, 

although so far north, and the island of Yithey, which 

we had been told was the richest part, was really not 

so. Still we must remember that natural circum¬ 

stances cause Eeykjavik to be the largest town 

on the island. It cannot contain above 1500 people, 

although books put the amount below this, and 

the parish at 2500, but it has sources of com¬ 

parative wealth. There are, however, other reasons 

which would make Eeykjavik famous, independent 

of soil, of which it boasts little ; these are con¬ 

nected with accessibility, or perhaps they are entirely 

centred in that one quality. It was the spot first 

colonised, and although afterwards neglected, it has 

again been taken. The district of the Njal Saga was 

prominent once, but the land must be very different 

now in that quarter. There the inhabitants went 

out easily in their boats and traversed the seas. 

Now we are almost afraid to come near. Changes 

we know have occurred. But at Eeykjavik there is 

a bay where no direct ocean swell can come, 

although the terrible winds are not kept out. 
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We met one day the captain of the French 

frigate which had come to look after the fishing. 

He had been shooting snipes, and in the evening he 

paid us a visit, coming with six rowers in white, 

and looking, as the French do, stylish. There were 

sixty fishing vessels on the coast, the largest 170 

tons. 

Captain Burton says rather sad things about 

the Icelanders’ drinking. We cannot say any such. 

We met no beggars, and we met no drunkards. 

Of course you will ask for exceptions to this general 

rule. Yes ; a little boy, who was said not to have 

all his senses about him, begged of us after we had 

given him and others some sweetmeats. But that 

was the natural begging of helplessness, as a cat 

does or as a child does, and the other boys 

were angry at him. Now for the second excep¬ 

tion. Did we see a man the worse of drink ? 

We saw one in that condition in which they are 

sometimes called the better of it—that delusive state 

that looks for a while like happiness. It was not 

in the town, where we did not see even a trace, 

although there were scores of people who had come 

from the country, and might be expected to drink 
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more than their wont. It did not show itself in 

the streets in the busiest time of the Beykjavik year. 

That we-can say. On the road home from Ellida 

Vatn we met some persons on horseback, one at least 

had been drinking. He was no drunken sot, however; 
he was in that condition that has made drink 

tolerable among men—one that might excuse excess 

if it were the only condition, and not the mere 

beginning of sorrow. It was not the degrading 

condition of a Bacchus or a Silenus, hut rather the 

happy state of the dancing Bacchanal. No ; it was 

much finer than that; it was a lightness that only 

a poet can describe— 

“ Kings may be blest, but Tam was glorious ; 
O’er all the ills of life victorious,” 

He laughed and sang, and said kind things to us. 

He was overflowing with happiness. We knew that 

such could not last long. English sailors were in a 

worse plight, or it would not have been noticed in 

the town. Pity that such a Satanic vice should for 

a moment put on an angel’s dress. However, we 

saw no more of it. 



THE GEYSER PARTY AND FAREWELLS. 

14 th, Sunday. We had now become almost at 

home with the people of Reykjavik, although the 

time was short; and now we thought of leaving. 

It seemed quite a pity to see packets of letters for 

England being sent down to us as the first pro¬ 

bable messengers. But circumstances decided, the 

sea had unfitted some for happiness, and now we 

only waited for the Geyser party. But the Geyser 

party protested against leaving to-morrow. There 

they came at 6 o’clock trotting into the town, strag¬ 

gling one after another, full of life and health and 

enjoyment, having had a successful run. The Great 

Geyser, on the morning of the second day, had spouted 

twice, and the little one had been seen several times, 

and the wonders had been deeply impressed on the 

travellers’ minds; whilst, still more wonderful, they 

had met Edinburgh ladies who had gone without 
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tents. One of them was so brave that she reproved her 

younger sister for daring to dry her stockings. All 

the company had slept in a church, and been turned 

out to make room for the congregation, and a lady 

was said to have walked thirty miles to Reykj avik, 

through rivers and over stones, because she had 

fallen off a pony and would not go on again. Such 

are some of the attractions of travelling, but the 

glory of the journey flashed unmistakably from 

every eye. There was a brighter soul in them all; 

they had seen such natural sights as they had not 

well dreamt of before, and nature rose in their eyes, 

and they rose up with her. The joy of that week 

wall light them up through life, and Miss Living¬ 

stone may feel that she has travelled in coun¬ 

tries as different from our own as those in which 

her father has made himself famous. Mr. John 

Young and his brother and friend brought home 

specimens of water and of the silicified plants at 

the Geysers, and all took away a vivid recollection 

of the Allmannagya, down which Miss Eliza had 
# 

ridden on horseback, to the terror of Zoga, and the 

wonder of all, who taught her that she had certainly 

done something wonderful. The cook had never 
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been on horseback before, but manfully sat out his 

torment. Six days were spent; two of them at the 

Geysers. He was ill, but brave, and no one lost a 

mouthful because of his sorrows. These were cured 

by lying in bed for a few days on his return. He 

was glad to be again safe on the ocean : when there 

he “knew what was under him, but when at the 

Geysers he did not know.” 

15th July. This is a busy day, partings and 

purchasings ; but the ladies must see the French 

frigate, and we must go to the Governor’s to-night. 

The great black frigate was very different from our 

yacht, which looked so small beside it. Yet the 

captain said that our sitting-room was as large as 

his. The officers were very glad to see all the ladies, 

and regaled us with champagne, sending letters by 

us for France. There were about four hundred men 

and boys ; some of the latter were having a lesson 

in music. We went down the high steps, on the 

top of which we seemed to be independent of the 

waves, and rowed off to spend a very pleasant 

evening amongst music, good taste, and good 

feeling, at the house of the Governor, Mr. Hilmar 

Finsen. The family is Danish, and we seemed 
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to think that so much capacity to adorn society 

was rather lost in Iceland, where there were so few 

people to see it; hut this is a wrong view, it will 

probably be of more value there than in places 

where it is more abundant. We looked out on the 

harbour from the house, and also on Sna3fell, which 

was wonderfully clear. It was sixty-five miles from 

us, jutting out into the sea. We had seen it only 

occasionally, and it was a very fine object when the 

sun shone on the pure white. It was all thickly 

covered with snow on the north and east sides; so 

far as we could see, one great glacier. To-night 

it was unusually brilliant—a very glorious object, 

speaking to us of light and life, although we knew 

that it was produced in darkness and cold. We 

had longed to go and see it, but it offered us no 

shelter when there; the passage was not easy without 

a steamer. To-night it took pity upon us, and as 

if in kindness it came up and stood for hours, 

apparently less than ten miles distant. The sight of 

such an object coming so near was almost alarming; 

the mountain almost threatened to be walking over 

us. This playful action, like the movements in the 

Shiant Islands, was a mirage. 
4 
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We generally sat up very late in this bay, we 

did not know when to go to bed. Boys came out 

fishing up to as late as twelve o’clock, and we some¬ 

times threw them sweetmeats. A half-hundred¬ 

weight of sweetmeats is a fine travelling companion ; 

it obtains friends of all the children, and does you 

no harm with any age. 

Graham Young caught a little eider duckling ; 

it was a very graceful creature, of a light brown. 

After a while he gave it freedom. 

Even here night was different from the day, it 

was nearly always colder ; it must be confessed also 

that on most days we had on our lighter overcoats. 

Everybody was civil to us in the town, every¬ 

body in fact kind ; but we learnt that even here it 

was not quite heaven. Men had faults in the eyes 

of others, and rhymers put stings into their verses, 

and the little society was a little broken, but the 
_ I 

hearts were good. Think of a country so large, 

without a pauper or a beggar or a poor-law. And 

how is this managed? We saw the process in 

action. When a family was very poor, the less poor 

or the rich took some of the children and brought 

them up with their own. The Bishop had two 
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such in his family. Had he been brought up in our 

country he would have learnt to say that his house 
■ 

was not large enough. Mrs. Thorstensen had one, 

a young woman, who had been better than a real 

daughter of the usual quality, and was only going 

away because a young clergyman had asserted more 

powerful claims. Mr. Stephenson absorbed into 

his farming community at Vithey a widow and 

her daughter. This habit and spirit which leads 

to adopting children in want of care is a poor-law 

written in the hearts of the people, one that Gwydyr 

House cannot equal, and perhaps could not believe. 

Nevertheless it is the real poor-law, the poor-law of 

the future, the poor-law of the more advanced state 

of humanity, and such as we ought to aspire to. 

Do not let us lose this lesson from Reykjavik. 

We were sadly thinking over the days that 

would soon come to Iceland, when the sun would 

set about one o’clock although rising about eleven, 

and shorten the time even more in some situations. 

What could people do in the dark nights ? Business 

stands still, out-work is still. It must be a strange 

life. Yet in this there is some consolation. Nobody 

in Iceland has had his education quite neglected. 
K 
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All children in the island are educated, and there 

are no schools. The long nights are spent partly 

in learning and writing, whilst some read out the 

interesting parts of history and the Sagas. This 

reading aloud seems to produce indirectly a very 

good hand of writing. It would not do for readers 

to be staggering over words badly written out. 

They must read fluently for the pleasure of the 

audience, and so all the 'writing we saw done was 

extremely clear, just as all the old MSS. were equally 

distinct. 

We took views to-day of Keykjavik from the 

little island opposite, and when we went to bed did 

not expect to see the town again. I got up at four 

when the anchor was rising, and saw the way of 

moving out of the harbour. A pilot with his man 

came on board, and a beautiful breeze took us past 

the little islands, and right in the face of Snsefell, 

which was shining its best as if to rival the sun. We 

could not leave on a finer morning, and I went to 

bed again, getting up about ten o’clock to see our¬ 

selves in a very thick fog with a contrary slight 

wind, against which we were beating off Cape 

Uitskalar, and trying to make our way on to 
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Reykianes. So rapid are the changes, that even 

this did not last long, and we had a most pleasant 

run along the coast, until we had passed the Eydel 

or Mealsack. 

This coast had not been seen so clearly on our 

coming, and we scarcely knew how terrible it was. 

It is the district in which is Krisuvik, one of the 

places where some sulphur has been found. It is, how¬ 

ever, attractive to the geologist without finding 

sulphur. To us, who only saw it from the vessel, it 

was a mass of stones and slag. Conical peaks of 

black rock stood up hi many places; little jets, so to 

speak, of lava they had evidently been, and now they 

stood exactly as they had cooled, it might have been 

the other day. To look for vegetation was hopeless, 

although we saw a little green grass in a hollow place. 

The whole was a reign of devastation, and only good 

travellers could ever make their way through it. 

This devastation and desolation is the most remark¬ 

able phenomenon we saw in Iceland. We may say 

that it shows us a world in the course of making; 

it suggests to us the chaos of our own and other 

lands before stratification began, and long before 

tertiary deposits appeared, except as small deposits 
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from the slightly abraded and still predominating 

rocks. . 
9 

We could not stay; the wavering clouds and the 

ever-changing barometer advised us to go rapidly 

from an island which might at any time envelope us 

in fogs and leave us among the rocks, so we hurried 

in such a direction as would lead us south of the He¬ 

brides, and as our captain thought best. This might 

by the straight line be the shortest way, but we 

thought, and still think, that the passage is not so to 

be recommended as the time-honoured one by the 

Faroes, Shetlands, and Orkneys. On that route we 

can take shelter at many of the islands, keeping to 

the quiet side in case of storms, and having short 

runs on which we can very fairly calculate. As it 

was, we went out of all friendly aid, and rushed 

down to the open Atlantic. After all, another 

reason rose which was stronger than the captain’s 

mind ; it was an east wind, which really compelled 

us to keep a more southern course, and it was with 

difficulty we could go even in the direction of the 

north of Ireland. However, we were towards even¬ 

ing sailing only three knots an hour, but for our 

amusement we had a sight of a shoal of whales, 
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which came from out of the water and showed their 

whole bodies as if in sport. The speed at which 

they went astonished us; they were a mile away 

apparently in less than a minute, but we did not 

measure exactly. At any rate, it was more like the 

speed of a flock of birds than of a ship, more like a 

train than a steamboat. 



THE WAY HOME. 

17th July. We had this morning a fine view of 

Hecla, and were 101 miles from Cape Reykjavik. 

Hecla was on the horizon like a long white hank, 

other hills being seen near it. The sea now took 

that unhappy appearance of glass which is so painful 

to those in sailing vessels. You are as helpless as 

infants. If it keeps so for a long time, you may 

starve : still, if life depends on your movements, you 

cannot move any faster. You kick against your 

fate, hut it laughs at you. We looked anxiously for 

a dark cloud, for a small speck like a man’s hand, 

hut except a shapeless haze on the horizon there was 

nothing. 

The 18th was equally calm, except occasionally 

when a slight breeze came. A curious point may 

be mentioned regarding these breezes. They some¬ 

times exist for a very limited distance. For 
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example, when one came we ran on for a little and 

to the end of it, and we were obliged to wait till it 

came up to us again. Now the ship could not have 

gone quite so fast as the wind, hut there was a 

current of wind, the speed of which wind was of 

course faster than the ship, whilst the situation of 

the breeze advanced more slowly. When it came to 

a certain spot it appeared to make a halt. The air 

must have gone upwards. It is as if a ball were 

spinning rapidly, but moving slowly. That is, sup¬ 

posing a current of air to be moving like a vertical 

wheel, the circumference moved faster than the 

yacht, but the wheel itself not so fast. 

Left to float, we thought of the “ Ancient 

Mariner,” and of the vile collection of animals that 

he observed covering the sea in a calm, and why 

might we not have the same strange fate ? There 

are wonderful events in the world, and why should 

we not meet them ? Sometimes a storm exists here 

for months together, and is this not a year of 

compensation, and have we not already begun to 

starve ? “ Some of the cakes that came to breakfast 

are baked in the boat; they are unleavened ‘ bread 

of affliction,’ and surely that indicates a diminution 
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of stock. Wliy not give us, as usual, the abundant 

service of loaves to wlncli we are accustomed ?” The 

reason comes out: a sack of small loaves in the form 

and size of bricks, and such as are usually called 

in Scotland “ bricks,” was put, to prevent moulding, 

into a warm closet. This morning the mass was 

found to be heating, and inside actually on fire. 

Bread on fire ? that is strange—and dry bread! This 

is unusual. “ Why did you not show us this pheno¬ 

menon ?” “ We were glad to get it out of the ship, 

and threw it hastily overboard.” You threw your 

bread on the waters without hope. The captain was 

above all little tricks and the steward also, and both 

saw it. It certainly is a new danger in ships. “ Had 

the bread not become wet?” “No.” We do not 

know the history of this further, and shall be glad 

of any information regarding similar things. 

We were tired of the shining sea, with no trace of 

land and nothing to fish, and went to bed, wakening- 

in the night to find that the annoyance of a glassy 

surface was quite gone for the present. The 

barometer had fallen point 0'4, and the wind was 

coming from the compass south-east, right against 

us. Sea rising high, mainsail down, foresail and 
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jib reefed. Barometer falls 0'6 additional inch, 

and we have nothing up but a small trysail. We 

plunged into the water, and in coming out sprung the 

jib-boom. This must be drawn in, shortened, and 

girdled. Meantime we have nothing to do but to 

wish. It was a time of severe wishing. Standing 

was impossible, sitting almost impossible, the 

motion was so great. Chairs of course ran away 

from you, and if you lay down on the upper sofas of 

the cabin you were thrown over. If you lay on 

the floor you slipped along, unless you had some 

i, good counter-pressure for your feet; a general 

condition of helplessness for passengers, with 

helpfulness among sailors, seized the ship. All 
% 

hands were waken all night. All hands were often 

wanted, but nothing could diminish the number of 

blows given to our ship by these incessant waves. 

There was one about every five seconds for twenty- 

four hours or so, and more violent during night. 

No one who had not undressed before thought of 

■ undressing to-night. The labour was too great, and 

the rest too unpromising. Even our steward, ever 

ready, had no breakfast for us next morning until 

12 o’clock. The night began to darken, we had 

1 
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no longer the bright daylight of Iceland, chiefly 

because of the dark clouds, partly because being 

somewhat south ; figures could be seen moving 

in the dusk on to the stairs, or, as yachtsmen will 

call them, the companion, thence to their rooms. 

One figure came into the sitting-room, moving in 

the sea-fashion from point to point, with sudden 

jerks. It came into the middle of the room, when 

a sudden plunge, a sudden splash of water over 

the vessel and of some through the window, sent it 

back again with as many jerks and as many grips 

as before. Some thoughtful lady had imagined that 

clothes were drying and might set fire to the ship, but 

it was her own brother, who had thrown himself down, 

sleeping through all the uncertainties of that night 

when other hands were either hammered into excite¬ 

ment or thinking of drowning. We could laugh a 

little even then, because after all we expected the 

good vessel to get through; for had she not fought 

well, and when seized on by the violent ocean had 

got off, although her nose was broken in the scuffle ? 

In this voyage I remarked more than before, that, 

no matter what condition the vessel was in, the 

cabin floor always seemed horizontal as the sea, 
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with the sides standing perpendicular. We could 

only tell how much the vessel leaned over by 

observing the table, which swung, or the lamps, or 

similar objects, or by trying to walk, or by 

seeing the chairs sliding. Now I remember dis¬ 

tinctly that this was not always the case. I used 

to see the floor sloping when it did slope, and the 

Avails also. There was a poAver within me that 

kept a level line for itself, Avitli which it made 

comparisons. I tried hard to revive that power, but 

could not, and no one in the vessel could, so far as 

I could find. 

On Saturday the 20th at 6 o'clock the barometer 

rose 0 -2, and matters were evidently better ; although 

the sea had not gone down, the wind was less. 

During the day, however, the wind veered towards 

the south, and now we were freed from the hammering 

at the bow. The relief, although our troubles did 

not seem done, was great enough to produce to-night 

a happy and refreshing sleep, Avith a pleasant 

enthusiasm in the morning ; but even then, Sunday 

21st, it was hard to get on, and Ave counted every 

log Avith great anxiety. During the Avorst our logs 

had gone down as Ioav as to five miles, a small 
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distance in four hours, but we added them all care¬ 

fully to our way home, although we knew that tides 

and winds were drifting us, so that a very accurate 

count was impossible. Since, however, the south 

wind came, we had moved more rapidly, and were 

pretty far advanced. However, we could not see 

the sun, we could not tell exactly our position, and 

must trust to the log, with a little guessing at the 

rate of drifting. 

On Monday the 22d there was a real substantial 

relief. The sea was not so high ; we could look at 

it without such terrible thoughts as before, and 

the wind had gone more to the west, so that we got 

up our happy and fortunate rate. From 12 to 4 

we had gone forty-six knots. We were actually 

nearing the Hebrides, and we looked out eagerly for 

land, but it was hazy all day, not till night did 

some one say, “ There it is.” We had an hour or two 

of great interest, sailors running up to see aloft, and 

glasses and sharp eyes everywhere, but the captain 

pointed to a great black ridge, not down low, but 

in the clouds. That is land. It certainly is like it, 

but if so, it looks very awful. High as if straight 

from the water, hazy and black as if incomprehensible, 
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and it might be some land of demons. We did not 

know at the time wliat I now see, that it could only 

be St. Kilda exaggerated in the clouds. We in¬ 

tended to call there, but the storm made us forget 

our intentions, and anxious to see home. As it was, 

we thought it might be Lewis, and we rushed 

along, not going directly in, but north of it, as we 

intended to round the Butt, and this high land was 

necessarily far south. When it was after 10, and 

becoming rather dusky for approaching an unknown 

coast, to which a want of sun, and consequent 

exact reckoning, had allowed us to be driven, we 

hove to and sounded. We found a black pebbly 

bottom, not unlike that of Reykjavik bay, at forty 

fathoms. This looked like approaching land. 

At half-past 1 a.m. on the 23d we set off again 

in search of it, but nothing appeared until 4 

o’clock, when the mate saw a dark spot on the 

horizon. It was a very slight shade, but it 

deepened, and soon showed itself to be an isolated 

rock. Soon others appeared behind, and we had a 

long line of high land to the right. Now at least 

we had reached something definite; gradually the 

bay of Carloway opened out, and this bleak coast 
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produced a delight that seemed only to remind us 

of travellers approaching some rich-grown and scented 

isles of the southern seas. The land seemed green, 

all green, and houses here and there. Who would 

have thought that mere greenness should have pro¬ 

duced such ecstasy ? We can imagine a blind man 

learning the delight of seeing something. This was 

the kind of joy we had. We reached the Butt 

of Lewis at about 7 in the morning, but could 

scarcely move round it. We had again come upon 

a calm; the storm had selected the time when we 

were in mid-ocean. Slowly we moved round with 

the current, till in the afternoon we were at the spot 

where on going we had seen the Shiant Islands. 

They were gone. No islands there. Not till 11 at 

night were we able to move into Stornoway bay; 

we were tugged by the gig and the cutter rowing 

us to an anchorage. 

24th. It was a fine warm day, and as it seemed 

to our captain that the vessels outside had a little 

breeze, we went out to seek it, and left not without 

sorrow this pleasant resting-place. As soon as you 

leave you are in the wilds, and bare rocks, mostly 

impassable to man, come down to the sea. When 
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we had gone a few miles the wind left us, and we 

again took to mere floating. When bringing out the 

gig we had a view of some people fishing on the 

rocks. The apparent bare rock happened to be 

a flower-garden in reality, natural certainly, but 

coloured with exquisite beauty, and instead of 

bounding the shore it stood at an inlet to a wide 

bay, which resembled a lake, so shut out was the 

sight of the sea. We entered, and found the sides 

dotted with simple cottages placed on romantic 

spots among rough cultivation and fishers’ nets 

spread out. This was a little cove fitted for men 

vikinging and sneaking about to rob on the sea, 

but beautiful also for tourists ; one day it may be 

covered with fine houses, when men find out the 

interesting spot which these poor fishermen now 

have, a place selected perhaps by very remote 

ancestors. We bought some fish and floated past 

the Shiant Islands, which were here in their proper 

place instead of wandering up towards the north. 

In the evening the whole heavens around us be¬ 

came black, and lightning appeared as if on all 
I 

sides. A terrible storm had attacked the mainland 

southwards, but we received very little, and left 
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the lighthouse behind, rushing on to the south of 

Skye. 

25th. When we got up to-day we imagined 

our ship had intended to scramble up the sides of 

the Coolin Hills, or Cuchullin, I suppose it ought to 

be, and we there lay in beautiful sunshine, at a 

spot which of all others in Scotland is perhaps least 

frequently calm, in fact before the very caverns of 

Eolus. The great rocks were as bare of grass as 

those of Iceland, but they had not the gloomy 

blackness, and on shore some traces of sheep and 

man could be seen, so that we were comparatively 

at home. Canna was not far off, and its long flats, over 

which lived, in times gone by, many aspiring souls— 

men now have learned better that it is not profitable 

to cultivate such ground. The wild peaks of Rum 

were near us, and about midday we had wind and 

rain enough to let us drive past them in what might 

be called a squall. So varied are the scenes among 

these “islands gay that guard famed Staffa round.” 

This lasted long enough to take us past Eigg, on 

which the Scuir looked finer from being seen in 

rain and mist. We went solemnly but rapidly by, 

almost awed by its wonderful forest buried under 
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basaltic rocks ; “ thirty centuries looking down ” 

were a trifle to the distance to which this island 

carried us, and we seemed prepared to think less of 

the rugged and uninviting coast opposite, because 

its terrors, even in a storm, were less than the 

ghostly look of the hill of Eigg, seen with Hugh 

Miller’s eyes. The iron coast of Ross is a terrible 

one on which to be cast, but we knew that behind 

there were pleasant fields and happy vales. Heaven 

itself is said to be unlovely to those who have no 

sympathy with it. We again rounded the point of 

the high waves, Ardnamurchan, running violently 

past, and very near the rocks, not without fear of 

being caught; but there was no sound fear, the 

wind was from the rocky coast at the north-east of 

us. It was getting dark, and now we must avoid the 

rocks opposite Tobermory, and go on till we see the 

proper harbour light; one side was green, and the 

other red. We sailed at last towards absolute dark¬ 

ness, until the lanterns of many ships shone in the 

bay, which we entered safely amongst them. Now 
• , 

we were at a telegraph. This was a beautifully 

quiet bay. Has nature considered our need, and in 
► 

endlessly hard rocks made those beautiful basins of 

repose ? So it surely is. 
L 
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26th. Next morning the wind was blowing 

violently up the Sound of Mull, and the waves were 

white, hut they were small, and not the wavy hills of 

the Atlantic, and it seemed pleasant to think of rush¬ 

ing out and flying over their tops in the sunshine. As 

we moved out a yacht went before us, and a smaller 

one came in with a broken mast and woebegone 

faces on board. It was too rough for such craft. 

We looked at our masts and rejoiced in them thick¬ 

ness, and off we shot, tacking every half-hour, some¬ 

times oftener, and passing readily the earlier risen 

vessel. Never for us was a pleasanter run. The 

yacht leant to the side till the water was far on the 

deck, and no one of course could stand without 

holding, but on we ran without fear of upsetting. As 

we came towards Loch' Linnhe, a warm wind, as from 

an oven not far distant, blew on us, and we could see 

the quivery air rushing along the white rocks of the 

coast. It had been hot on the western mainland. 

How glorious is yachting on a fine day, and how 

beautiful are all things when the sun shines! The 

hills of Morven, ever poetical, became charming, 

and Lismore almost seemed to us as delicious as 

to the ancient Celts who named it without having 
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seen more fertile lands. Here a rock which I had 

often considered romantic turned out to he an old 

castle, and some wonderful things became common¬ 

place by their clearness. We cross the sea to 

Kerrara, not forgetting the tale of the Andromache 

of our Highlands; and now we must pass the 

Maiden Isle a second time rather riskily, and with a 

wind coming off the Dunolly shore enter the bay. 

That was no easy matter, hut our captain can crack a 

nut with the yacht against a rock if he only has 

deep enough water, and it might have been cracked 

to-day for all I know, had it been there. However, 

we rode triumphantly into Oban bay, and took our 

old position beside the coal-boat, lest we should be 

too ready to go ashore. We were in Oban. Many 

thanks to our most watchful and patient captain, 

whose skilful seamanship all who know him admit. 

We could judge at least of his kindness, attention, and 

success. His portrait is opposite. Steamers made 

a separation next day, and we sailed in spite of winds 

and in abundant company, and dashed into the midst 

of crowded cities, having with us a feeling that even 

they were strange, although so long Avell known to us; 

but the impressions made by Iceland had been deep. 
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The simple life of that place did not seem otherwise 

than most natural • although, when we look at man’s 

progress, it would seem to indicate that it is decidedly 

natural for mankind to live artificially. 



CONCLUSION. 

We have finished our visit to Iceland in one 

small month, and has it been worth the trouble 1 

To speak for myself, I have never obtained more 

experience in one month of a character new to me, 

and I have never received so much health in an 

equal period of time. The voyage has not been lost. 

The seas were wild and somewhat awful, and I do 

not care to be upon them again; but in a steamer 

we might have chosen a quiet time, and run across 

easily. In a sailing vessel you lose all the calm, and 

you lose (in any vessel) all happiness of sailing when 

there is a storm, so that you enjoy only intermediate 

Aveather. The land Avas quite new to us; little as I 

saAv of it, I saAv enough to shoAV a Avorld quite differ- 

ent from Avhat I had knoAvn, except perhaps in pic¬ 

tures of “ the Avonders of geology.” Everything was 

as strange to me as were the summits of the Alps 
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and the wooded sides below, when I first saw them, 

and perhaps more striking and wonderful. Awe 

came also upon us in looking on some of the land; it 

was as if we saw a country scarcely finished, where 

grinding had not been sufficiently carried on to 

make soil for the covering, or where that had all 

been removed and primitive desolation had returned. 

It was a scene to make us think, and one to make 

a new era in our thoughts. 

As to the people, we know nothing but what 

was pleasant to see and to hear. They are sub¬ 

duing a stubborn portion of nature, and they do it 

with pleasure, and live happily in spite of the 

enemies that attack them. All these enemies are to 

a great extent kept back. There is, however, no 

certainty in final subjugation, and we saw no reason 

to think of a happier future for Iceland. They that 

live in solemn places must live solemn lives to a 

great extent. They cannot have transferred to them 

the gaiety or even cheerfulness of the south. No 

amount of contentedness will make an equivalent 

for the sun. The land will suffer, and man must 

suffer with the land. 

But it was pleasant to see the use made of all 
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the spots that nature would allow to grow green, 

although I axn inclined to think that more might he 

done. We were told that in the north more was 

done in gardening and in feeding, because of the 

soil being better. 

All men, however, may learn lessons from Ice¬ 

land—a land in which there is no person unedu¬ 

cated, in which every child is taught to read and to 

write, and in which there is still no school for chil¬ 

dren. The teaching is done in the family. This speaks 

more for Icelandic families than any elaborate words. 

What should we think of ourselves if in every family 

in Great Britain the children could be sufficiently 

taught ? Such a thing exists nowhere else in the 

world, I suppose never did exist, and shows a 

domestic quiet and completeness that we must all 

envy. Fancy us fighting for years about our 

schools, fancy our school boards, and fancy Iceland 

putting all aside, and every man being his own Act 

of Parliament, school board, and teacher. True, 

there is a reason; the long dark nights give people 

leisure, but our own nights are pretty long too, and 

even darker. Besides the work done for their own 

families, there is the work done for others. There 
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is no poor-law, and tliere are no beggars. This 

result can only happen when there is a wide and 

great benevolence. There is no almsgiving. The 

poor families are taken into the houses of others, 

and their origin is almost forgotten. They become 

as one of their protectors. If this is not a high state 

of civilisation, what could be higher ? It is a con¬ 

dition of feeling of a high kind developed under 

circumstances which render our methods impossible. 

The population is not sufficient to keep workhouses, 

and children left without parents can only be taken^ 

care of by other families. Although the conditions 

demand this, the same conditions do not produce in 

other countries the same warmth of kindness, and 

we are so far from it that their simple acts are to 

us a wonderment. "We did not stay long enough to 

learn by experience if the Icelanders had faults, and 

we do not care to learn so. It is of more importance 

to us to learn the virtues of others, and in this we 

have had an excellent lesson. 

It was a pleasant novelty to see houses and 

a country so different from all that we had seen 

before. We had all the advantage of having been 

transferred into the ages before us, both from 
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the condition of the land and the condition of the 

people. We have had an experience which is con¬ 

tinually recurring to us, illustrating either the past 

or the origin of the present, and it is one of those 

lessons so frequently taught, hut so difficult to learn, 

which insist that our present modes of civilisation 

are only phases of life, are not essential to human 

happiness or virtue, but to a great extent are mere 

fashions, to be removed perhaps soon by other 

fashions. 

It makes us less afraid, therefore, if we occa¬ 

sionally differ from others, because we know that lie 

who insists too strongly on the habits of his place is 

often either a coward afraid of dissimilarity, or a 

narrow mind who cannot see good in diversity. 

THE END. 

Printed by R. & R. CLARK, Edinburgh. 
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